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u GUILDS

BACK ON THE MEDIEVAL TIMES

GUILDS

AND BECOME RICH MERCHANTS
Guilds are actually very popular with the
game designers, and immediately after
London here we are with Anderis. You never
heard about Anderis? To tell the truth the
only Anderis I knew was an excellent white
wine from the Italian island of Sardegna,
but a quick reading at the beginning of the
rule booklet explains that Anderis was the
winner of the 7 Kingdom War and that she
became rich and wealthy: therefore, Guilds
were created to enroll more merchants and
to generate more wealth.
The game components are all strong and
well done: the hexagonal board is assembled from six 6 different sectors, each one
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showing four tents in player colors (yellow,
green, blue, and red). In the middle of the
board there is a fountain with six very small
basins that will be used to count the turns
with a ridiculous microscopic token that
was so small that I was compelled to immediately search for a wooden one from
my spare parts box. Coins are also provided:
silver (value 1) and gold (value 5), used to
purchase Personality cards (using the silver
coins) and Room tiles (with gold coins).
Each player will use a personal board with
a 3x4 squares grid: this is supposed to be
the headquarter of the Guild and should be
filled step by step with living rooms, kitchen,

bedrooms, gardens, etc. The set-up is based
on the number of players: everyone will get
10 silver coins but the number and the position of the Personality cards to place around
the board will vary between 3 and 6. Finally,
2 to 5 “room” tiles are also offered at the
beginning of the game and in every following turn. GUILDS may be played by t2 to 4
people, but from now on I will describe the
four players game, to avoid confusion with
all those numbers.
The game starts placing the Personality
cards around the board (near the six sectors) and sorting 5 “Objective” cards from
a deck of 18. The remaining 13 will not be
used at all, and this obviously helps to maintain a certain variability from game to game:
they are common objectives for everybody
and will assign 5 Victory Points (VP) to each
player that will collect the maximum or minimum number of the depicted personality
cards (or room tiles), while the second classified will get 3 VP.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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Every Personality card depicts a human
or an animal and contains essential information. On top we find three icons: the
leftmost means that extra money will be
assigned to the owner at the beginning of
each turn; the middle one explains to which
“group” the card belongs and the rightmost
shows the VP points that are won or lost at
the game’s end. Some cards also have an extra information printed under the drawing:
this can be a bonus or a special action that
this personality may do when activated. The
“Witch”, for example (top left card in Picture
2), gives 3 extra silver coins to his owner, belongs to the “magicians” group and subtract
2 VP at the end of the game.
Starting with the First Player everybody in
turn must now try to get some Personality cards: this is done in an auction, where
everybody bets SILVER coins, placing the
money on TWO tents of his color in TWO
DIFFERENT sectors of the board. This means
that each player would like to purchase the
personality cards assigned to those sectors:
if someone wishes to place his money in a
sector where there are already bets he must
place more coins than the preceding offer
or add coins to his previous one to rise it.
Picture 3 shows the board during the betting phase.

I find this mechanics very interesting and
quite new if compared to the normal betting systems. The players must carefully
plan the use of their money to be able to
bet in two different sector every time, and
this is not so easy, at least in the first game
or two. Anyway, on his turn a player should
select one of the following options:
1 – Place a bet or rise one of his own in TWO
sectors
2 – Take ONE (and only one) card from a sector where he actually has the higher bet.
3 – Pass: this decision does not prevent the
player to bet again in the following round,
unless ALL the players pass and therefore
the betting phase ends.
When this happens all the silver coins still
on the board are taken back and added to
the personal reserves of the players, who
may now convert 5 silver coins in 1 gold:
this is the main way to use the remaining
silver coins, unless a player need to make
a “reservation” of some “Room” tiles. Otherwise all the silver coins are discarded at the
end of the turn.
In the following phase the players, in turn,
may purchase one or more new rooms for
their office: this phase is again performed
on rounds and in each one you
may purchase just ONE tile.
The cost will vary from 1 to 3
gold coins for the small square
rooms (that will assign from 1
to 5 VP) and from 2 to 5 gold
coins for the big rectangular
tiles (that will assign from 2 to
7 VP)
Every new room must be immediately placed inside the
personal board and the players are obliged to check that
every “opening” (door or window) will be respected: you
may place an opening against
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My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Between the last win and this one we have visited PLAY Modena and taken a look on what
is new in Italy, new releases, some prototypes,
some Italian issues of games already seen in
Essen. People played, tested, looked at games
and bought them, but besides games there
was a big focus on CosPlay and other topics
related to games.
For us, slowly but surely the focus is homing
on our games Award Spiel der Spiele - most
new releases have arrived and are being
tested, we are making first preliminary selections.
Currently, we also spend a lot of time on the
new EU-wide data protection law; we are an
organization in Austria and therefore must
adhere to those laws, implement them and
document the implementation. But we are,
all the same, already working on the next
issue of win, which will have the first “big”
reviews of 2018 releases - maybe a future
award winner will be included. Therefore, do
download and read or WIN!
Current issues of WIN can be found at
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and our Games Companion Game by Game
at
http:// www.gamescompanion.at
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u GUILDS

right use of the personality cards
is not immediate for the younger
players or for a family game, unless an expert “teacher” helps
everybody on the first game or
two.

the external wall (as this will become a window) but you cannot do the same against
an internal wall: And you cannot place a
new wall, against an already existing opening. In other words, you must keep all the
doors inside the office open. Of course,
you may place a new room in a different
position inside the personal board, without
connecting it to the rest of the rooms: this is
normally done when you really wish a very
good tile, but you cannot connect, but you
still hope to do that later in the game it. If
you cannot legally place a tile you are not
allowed to purchase it.

negative VP.
B – the VP of the rooms installed in the Office (some may also assign extra VP if you
have in your stock specific cards or tiles)
C – the VP of the “objective” cards (Max or
Min)
Some final considerations
I think that Guilds is particularly good for
the “average” player: the rules are not difficult to understand and to explain but the

The key points obviously are the
betting phase and the purchase
of the room. The rule that you
should bet on TWO different
sectors at the beginning seems
a simple variant but it in effect it
completely changes the concept
of “auction”. Before rising a bet,
the players must now make exact calculations about their silver
reserve: do I need to maintain 5
silver coins in order to get that
gold one that I need to purchase
a room? Or it is better to absolutely get that card because it is
basic for my strategy, even if I will
not be able to purchase a new
tile? This is the sort of doubts
that you usually have when the auction
starts, and you realize that your competitors
are challenging you…
There are not “fixed and certain” suggestions or strategies that may help the players to win this game: everything depends
on the situation on the board, the number
and types of the available Personalities, the
number and type of rooms that you need,
etc. I personally try to get as a primary objective a Personality card that assign a free
“gold coin” at the beginning of every turn

Sometimes you see a tile that you
really need but you cannot purchase because you do not have
enough gold coins: if you still have
some silver coins at this point of the
turn you may place one of them on
that tile to preserve it for the next
turn. Then all the other tiles, all the
personality cards still on the board
and all the remaining silver coins
are discarded and a new turn starts:
new cards and tiles are distributed,
and each player receives 10 silver
coins (plus any eventual extra coins
from the previously acquired cards).
At the end of the last turn the players calculate their VP adding:
A – the VP of their Personality cards.
Note that some of them may assign
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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Pietro Cremona
An interesting game of “combo” with an innovative
auction system and a good mixture of luck and
tactics.

It is important to remember that you always
need to bet in TWO different sectors: sometimes players forget this, and they will find
it impossible to compete in one sector because even if they have the money to rise a
bet there they do not have enough to place
a bet in the second one. This will oblige you
to pass and therefore to lose the selected
personality, or to bet into a new sector with
less interesting cards.
Without GOLD coins you will not be able to
purchase new rooms: in other words, you
have to save some silver coins during the
auction, if possible. In the first two turns it
is usually a good idea to take just one card
(possibly one that grants some extra coins)
and keep at least 5 silver coins to get 1 gold
coin. Remember that the best rooms need
2 to 5 gold coins to be purchased, therefore
sometimes you will not purchase a room in
one turn in order to save some gold coins
for the next one.
The rooms for your office must be selected
and used with “open eyes”: remember that
all the openings must be legally placed, so
if you make a mistake it may happens that
you are obliged to place a room in a very
bad position, one that will prevent you to
efficiently complete your headquarters. In
order to score VP for a room she should be
connected to the main entrance through
different doors: if you cannot reach a tile
because it is not connected you do not
score its’ points. But if you play well you may
get 10-20 VP from your rooms (the same
amount of a good hand of Personalities)
otherwise it will be very difficult to win the
game.

macy to obtain something (if you do that I
will kill your card with the special effect of
my Personality!). Some cards also offer the
opportunity to transfer other cards to the
opponents: therefore, you may use the latter to get extra money all along the game
and finally to pass them (with their negative
VP) to your opponents at the end.
A game usually lasts 70-80 minutes (when
you already know the rules) and it is variable enough (different objectives, different
distribution of personalities and rooms) to
have a long life. As in every game where
“combos” are important you also need a
little luck, sometimes, but this is not too invasive. þ
Pietro Cremona
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2-4

Designer: Christian Giove
Artist: M. Barbati, F. Musetti
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti 2017
www.giochiuniti.it

AGE:

10+
TIME:

90+

BEWERTUNG
Placement, auction
Users: With friends
Version: it
Rules: de en it pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Much-used topic * Some gaming experience is an advantage * Good rules * Unusual
auction mechanism
Compares to:
Area-filling games using auctions
Other editions:
Asmodee (de), Galakta (pl), Giochi Uniti (en)

Looking at its components Guilds initially
seems a simple game, but this is not the
true sensation: you need a certain “application” and sometimes also a sort of … DiploColor codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.

My rating:

(there are only three of them) if it appears
in the first 2-3 turns, and for this card I am
ready to spend all my silver coins. But if arrives too late (turn 5 or 6) it does not worth
so much money and it will be better to save
your silver to change it in gold coins.

REVIEW

Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u WETTLAUF NACH EL DORADO

EXPEDITIONS CROSSING A JUNGLE

WETTLAUF NACH EL DORADO
GOLD AT THE END OF THE JOURNEY
Not a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow
is what the expeditions want to find, but the
legendary land of gold, El Dorado, where
gold, jewels and artifacts are waiting.
Up to four expeditions set out to find their
way over varying terrain, represented by
seven double-sided terrain boards featuring distinct terrain types: Landscape hexes
in green, yellow and blue, as well as mountain hexes in black, rubble hexes in grey
and base camp hexes in red. Five of those
boards are used for a game - there is a suggestion for the first game in the rules; for
later games you can use the boards any way
you want or use one of the more advanced
suggestions in the rules. The target tile of El
Dorado is always added at the end of the
row. Regardless of which boards you are
using, you always place a blockade piece to
connect boards.
Players use one pawn for their expedition,
an expedition board and eight basic cards
marked in their color - one Sailor, three
researchers and four travelers - and place
their pawns on the starting cases of the first
board in the line-up. Finally, you prepare
the Market - with 18 distinct types of cards
in stacks.
Now the adventure can begin. Players draw
four cards from the basic cards stack in hand
and put the rest on the left-most case on
their expedition board for their draw pile.
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Players are active in turn, starting with the
owner of the cute Indiana-Jones-startingplayer-hat. As active player you resolve a
turn of three phases: Play cards - discard
cards - replenish your hand.
For Phase I, you play any number of cards
from your hand and use them to move your
expedition and/or to buy cards. To move
the expedition, you must meet the condition of the hex on which you want to move
the pawn. Hexes are marked with symbols
for the strength of the hex - the more symbols the harder it is to meet the conditions.
A card that want to use to move on a hex,
must show the symbol of the target hex and
the strength of the card must be at least
equal to the strength of the hex. If there is
surplus strength from the card sufficient to
move to another hex with the same symbol, you can make this move, too. Unused
strength points are forfeit.
To move to rubble hexes or to a base camp
hex, you can use any type of cards; you
need to play as many cards as the target
hex shows symbols. However, cards that
you play to move to a base camp are not
discarded but are taken out of play permanently. You cannot move to mountain hexes
and to hexes occupied by another expedition.
If you are the first player who reaches a
blockade between two terrain boards, you
play the necessary cards in the same way as
you would to enter a hex and then take the

blockade. If you have surplus strength then,
you can move on to a suitable hex in the
blockade color on the next board.
It is always possible to buy a card, regardless if you moved or not - you can buy maximum one card per turn and must for them
with cards from your hand; cards are either
worth as many coins as they have strength,
if they carry a coin symbol, or if they are not
marked with a coin, are worth ½ a coin. A
card that you bought goes directly to your
discard pile and is available after shuffling
the discard pile and then replenishing the
card pile, at the earliest. When the cards of
stack on the Market board are taken, you
can access the stacks above the market
board; the rest of the accessed stack is immediately placed on a free slot on the market board. Item cards can only be used once
and are then taken out of play; if, however
you use them to pay for cards or for entering
rubble hexes, in which case you can place
them on your personal discard pile.
Dagmar de Cassan
Wettlauf nach El Dorado uses standard mechanisms
in attractive combination and a few additional,
new details - solid entertainment with a high replay
value, suitable for families with gaming experience
as well as for expert players.
What can the cards do?
Green Expedition cards provide movement,
yellow ones provide coins, blue ones give
you paddles to move across rivers and Joker
cards provide one of the three symbols
each time they are used. Purple action cards:
Transmitter - one free expedition card; Cartographer - draw to additional cards from
your draw pile and play them in the same
turn; Compass - draw three surplus cards

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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WETTLAUF NACH EL DORADO t

but remove the Compass from play: Scientist - draw one additional card and remove
a card permanently, if you want. Travel Log
- draw two cards and remove two cards and
the Travel Log card from play; Native - move
one hex and ignore conditions.
Then, in Phase 2, you discard all cards you
played open-faced on your own discard pile
on the right side of your expedition board. If
you have persons or items in hand, you can
keep them for the next round or discard
them, too. Then, as Phase 3, you replenish
your hand to four cards from your personal
draw pile; if this is empty, you shuffle your
discard pile for the new draw pile.
If an expedition arrives at one of the three
end hexes, the end of the game is triggered.
The pawn on the end hex is placed on El Dorado and the current round is completed - if
then the pawn on El Dorado is the only one
there, this player wins; if other players reach
El Dorado during the last round, the winner
is whoever removed most of the blockades;
if there is still a tie after this, you win, if you
removed the most valuable blockade piece.
In a game of two players, each player uses
two pawns for his expedition and must be
first to have both pawns at El Dorado to win;
card strength cannot be split between the
two pawns, and one of your pawns is an obstacle for the other of your pawns.
After a few games using those rules for a
base game, you can use the Cave variant.
For this variant, you place four randomly selected, face-down cave tiles on each of the
mountain hexes marked with a cave. When
the movement of an expedition ends on
a hex adjacent to a cave, you take the top
tile, open-faced, and can use it anytime - in
the turn in which you acquired it or in any
subsequent turn. It goes out of play after
you used it. The cave tiles provide: Strength
values for move or card shopping - draw-

ing of additional cards - removal of cards
- exchanging of hand cards - discarding of
items instead of removing them from play moving across occupied hexes - moving to
adjacent hexes, regardless of of their conditions - changing the symbol of the next
card you play.

All in all, a well-made and entertaining
game, not filling an entire evening, but a
good game for a conclusion or a filler, not
too long to explain and access. Due to the
modular board, the cave tiles and the unpredictable buying pattern on the market
there is a lot of replay value there, too! þ

Wettlauf nach El Dorado uses core mechanisms that are familiar from many deck
building games, but not as usual for the
acquisition of victory points or creating a
display, but only to enable fast movement
across the terrain boards. The base camps
offer - in addition to the action cards - a nice
way to get rid of surplus cards in the deck
to facilitate a quicker turnover of muchneeded cards. You need tactic for clever use
of the cards and of course also a bit of luck
when drawing from your own stackThe core game is - even with a self-assembled terrain track - absolutely suitable for
families with same gaming experience,
while the Cave variant will appeal to experienced players, too.

Dagmar de Cassan

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-4

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2017
www.ravensburger.de

AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

BEWERTUNG
Race, meet conditions, build deck
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Good mix of standard mechanisms * New
detail mechanisms * High replay value
* Good rules * Nominated for Game of
the Year 2017 * (c) Images Laszlo Molnar,
Bernhard Czermak
Compares to:
Deck building games using track movement

My rating:

Other editions:
Lavka (ru), Ravensburger (en, fr)
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IN THE REALM OF INKAS

ALTIPLANO
ALPACAS AND FISH

A game by Reiner Stockhausen, by a designer who made a name for himself already with games like „Siberia“, „Böhmische
Dörfer“, „Scheffeln“ and most and foremost,
„Orléans“ einen Namen gemacht hat. In
2009 he founded „dlp-Verlag“ in Herzogenrath, wherever that may be, in which he
- besides his own designs, also published
the well-known games „Citrus “, „Yokohama“,
“Klongs“ and „Weltausstellung“ by other
designers. And now, let’s look at this latest
creation.
Altiplano is the tableland between the
mountain ranges of Eastern and Western
Andes of Southeastern Peru and Bolivia,
along the banks of Lake Titicaca. During the
period of 13th and 16th century, Altiplano
was home to the Incans. Due to the altitude,
the climate is harsh and made severe demands on the mainly peasant population
to enable them to survive. This situation
is mirrored in the game Altiplano. Reiner
Stockhausen has perfectly picked up on the
general living conditions of the population
and integrated them into the game.
We kind of find ourselves at the banks of the
which is one of the main touristic highlights
in South America besides Machu Picchu
and the Falls of Iguazu.
The cover shows a drawing of an Alpaca,
which was, besides the Llama, a favorite
domestic animal of the then indigenous
population. Alpacas are a type of camel and
famous for their high-quality wool. There

are even a lot of Alpacas in Austria; in nearly
every province there are breeders who also
rent out their animals for hiking tours. And
if you fancy one for a pet, you can buy if for
900 € on “willhaben”.
But back to the cover. The background for
the Alpaca shows strips Peruvian knitting
patterns; however, it would have been more
authentic to use the cubic-like “Tocapu” as
used by the Incas. If there is a
point for critique in the game,
it is the graphics, which are not
really inviting and enticing to
buy and do not tell you what to
expect. It was the name of the
designer only that enticed me
to buy the game, which is a pity,
because if you are not in the
know and are not familiar with
the name you miss a top game.
The Content. Contrary to the
rather stark background setting of proceedings, content of
the game is sumptuous. In addition to the
seven board parts that take up some space
when laid out in a circle, there is an action
board and storage board, both about 20x15
cm, for each of the maximum five players.
So, you need a suitable table, it is no use
to try to play on a coffee shop table, as you
need, besides the general stock of food and
money tokens, room for the extension strip
and the five of 24 possible extensions next
to it. There are also chests for goods tiles for
all players and seven role cards for woodcutter, fisherman, shepherd, miner,
trader, farmer and stonemason.
Each role offers another starting
situation and thus an individual
starting condition.
Then there are 15 wooden
cubes symbolizing carts, playing pawns in colors of red, blue,
green, yellow and black, plus
the corresponding marking
tokens. Furthermore, there are
209 goods tiles, comprising 36
tokens for food, 25 for corn, as
well 20 each for wood and stone,
15 each for ore, cloth, wool and
silver and, finally, 12 each of the
rare goods like fish, glass, alpacas
and cacao.
We also need to list 36 cards for
acquiring houses, boats, orders
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and missions, 10-10-16 respectively. 20 Mission cards are also included, they represent
an expansion for an even more variable
and varied game play. 50 coins of values 1,
3 and 10 complete the inventory. Oh, I forgot to mention five cloth bags and one pad
of scoring sheets plus a neat and practical
summery card of victory points for each
player, which comes in very useful for keeping track of the plethora of scoring options.
And I have not yet told you about the starting player marker - a 3D Alpaca cardboard
figurine as depicted on the cover. The design of that piece is a question of taste, but
it helps nicely to get communication going
at the start of the game.

After this list, surely everybody can realize
that the weight of the box and the sumptuous amount of its content have nothing
to do with the stark landscape in which we
are supposed to act but do surely justify the
price of the game.
Aim of the game is, beginning with the four
goods tiles that are assigned to each player
at the start of the game, and vary in accordance with the selected role, to acquire, at
the end of the game, the most expensive
goods and most points from completing
missions and orders. How to do this? I will
explain this to you
First of all, each player puts his four starting tiles on the pre-assigned cases One to
Four out of eight provided cases. That’s all
there is at the start of the game. Using the
board part “road”, one of seven parts, as you
will remember, you can raise the number
up to eight tiles per person. This placement
is called the planning phase and is done simultaneously by all participants. Then in
turn, beginning with the starting player, an
action is begun. You decide if you want to
go to the Market, the Farm, the Mine, the
Forest, into the Village, to the Road or to
the Harbor. On the personal board of each
player there is an exemplarily good presentation of which gods I must use to acquire
an additional good or to do a swap on the
market. And, also what I need to advance

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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This is where the deck building part of the
game begins, and the element of chance
is introduced. This system stays with my as
an unhappy memory from the game „Jenseits von Theben“ by Peter Prinz. When the
time came to dig for treasures, I usually only
drew garbage. But that is another story altogether.
Rudolf Ammer
Due to the bag building mechanism the game
reminds me of Orléans by the same designer but has
additional components to make it independent and
stand-alone. Worker placement, bag building and
the Rondel mechanism have been combined into an
excellent mix.
If nobody can do another action, the current
round ends and the next round begins with
the next planning phase by drawing from
the bag. The decision which region I want
to visit is complicated by another element.
To be able to collect in a region, I must be
present there with my pawn, actually have
the pawn on the board tile. At the start of
the game, it stands on any location and can
- before or after my decision - be moved
with a card (the wooden cubes) by one to
three cases, which are region tiles, one time.
This first move is free. Other moves must
be taken into account by using food in the
planning phase. But this allows me only one

www.gamesjournal.at

turn. Additional carts - up to a limit
of four - which give me more room
to move, can be bought in the village. With this, I have arrived at the
question of what is available at the
individual regions?
The Farm produces Food, Wool and
Cloth, the Forest wood and allows
the changing of cacao into any other type of goods. In the Mine, you
acquire Stone and Silver. The Village provides the cards mentioned
above and the option to build a house
which scores four points and upgrades a
certain goods. At the Harbor, I can build a
boat that is worth two victory points; the
boat can produce Food and convert two Fishes into Stone. I have
already explained the function of
the Road. Which leaves the Market.
Here I can sell Glass for four moneys and may acquire an extension
tile which costs - depending on
its position at the strip, up to five
moneys in addition to the price on
the card. These tiles expand your
action options. Furthermore, you
can acquire orders at the market,
yielding victory points. However,
you are only allowed one uncompleted order at a time and get a new one when the
current one has been completed. You can
also store goods in your own storage facility with the extensions There are five storage rows with three slots and six with four
slots in ascending values of 2 to 20. Unfortunately, you must fill the cheap slots first to
arrive later at those of higher value. In each
row, only one type of goods can be stored.
Corn is considered a joker and can be added to any row. The same goods can only be
stored, when one row of that kind of goods
has previously been completed.
Now to the end of the game: The game
ends when all tiles and cards for a region
have been used or there is no more Corn
(the game starts with 12-25 Corn, in relation
to player numbers) or if extension tiles cannot be replenished. You score four victory
points for houses and glass, three for Cloth
and Silver, two for Boats, Wool and Ore and
one point for Wood, Stone and Cacao. Everything else is worthless.
My conclusion: In addition to the sumptuous components I must mention the exemplary rulebook. The design of the region
tiles is self-explanatory and allows quick
access to the game despite many turn options. The game thrives on the dilemma of a

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

worker placement game, albeit somewhat
mitigated by the chance element in drawing tiles. The deck building element can
be controlled by the storage facility, but it
is necessary to find the optimum balance.
Somehow, the game reminds me of „Orléans“, and as I loved that game you need not
ask what my opinion is on “Altiplano”. Based
on the targeted age group of 12, the game
needs to be ranked with the expert group,
but I believe that families with gaming experience can play it, too. For me, the game is
one of the highlights from 2017 and gets an
absolute recommendation for “must buy”
from me. þ
Rudolf Ammer

INFORMATION
Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Artist: K. Franz, A. Kattnig
Price: ca. 55 Euro
Publisher: dlp Games 2017
www.dlp-games.de

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120+

BEWERTUNG
Worker placement, bag building
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it hu nl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Sumptuous, high-quality components *
Exemplary rule book * Very good mix of
mechanisms * (c) Images Henk Rolleman,
Ann Th./Mouseketeer
Compares to:
Orléans
Other editions:
Arrakis Games (es) Giochix (it), Gaga Games (ru),
Pixie Games (fr), Reflexshop (hu), White Gobling
Games (nl)

My rating:

on the road, which will later enable me to
occupy more cases in the planning phase.
When I have made my decision and, most
important, do have the necessary goods for
the targeted region, I will receive the indicated reward. Normally, you need to starting goods to acquire a third goods. Then
you place those starting goods and the
goods required with them into your own
box. You can see, that in the course of the
game, you receive more and more goods,
which you then use to draw goods from
your bag for the next round, albeit with the
restriction of available cases in the planning
phase. If the bag is empty - which happens
quickly at the start - you empty your own
chest into the bag.
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u ETHNOS

lecting cards of one tribe I can play cards of
several colors.

ALL ROADS GET YOU TO ROMMÉ

ETHNOS

PHANTASIC FANTASY ETHNOLOGY
Back in the 70ties of the last century we
didn’t have much, and therefore the weekends spent at our grandparents were usually dominated by playing Chess with Granddad or Rommé / Rummy with Grandma.
This probably didn’t harm the boy, but his
yearning for epic battles on a game board,
involving martially geared-up and grimfaced Fantasy armies remained unfulfilled
for years. Maybe Paolo Mori had similar
experiences in his childhood; at least, the
graphics of the game box and the age notation (ages 14+) for Ethnos seem to suggest
that, because - when we open the box - we
are not, as we would expect, jumped at by
dozens of detailed plastic miniatures and a
rule book of 50 pages, but we are discovering similarities to Rummy in the instructions.
The collecting and playing sets of cards, of
the same color and/or the same symbols,
in this case representing fantasy peoples or
tribes, is amended by - an admittedly completely peaceful - spreading-out on a game
board.
So, if I, for instance, collect red cards, I will
later receive a marker in the red region; as
an alternative, I could - to acquire another
marker in this red region - collect cards depicting the same “tribes”, if at least one of
them is red.

10
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But, maybe, the term „collect“ does not really apply to the first of three rounds all in all:
For my first marker in each of the six regions
I only need one card in the region’s color. After that, however, a formula applies: „X >= Y
+ 1“ - for each additional marker in a region
I need at least one card more (X) than I already have markers in that region (Y); thus,
for my third marker in a region, I need to
collect minimum three cards of the region’s
color. It can, however, make sense to collect
more cards than those that are strictly necessary to place another marker: On the one
hand, more cards in a set score more points
(similar to Ticket to Ride, game of the year
2004) and, on the other hand, I can maybe
avoid the spreading out of one or the other
of my opponents in “my” region, as I am removing cards in suitable region colors.
Collecting several cards of the same color
offers an additional advantage: Each “tribe”
in a set of cards offers an individual advantage, provided he is designated to be the
only leader or the top card when a card set
is played. Therefore, when I have several red
cards, I can select which of the various special abilities of “tribes” in it I want to activate.
On the other hand, if I collect a set of cards
of only one “tribe”, I can only use the special
ability of this tribe, but I am more flexible
in the selection of regions where I can and
want to place my marker, because by col-

Harald Schatzl
Ethnos is a not really complex, thrilling, tactical
“peaceful” majorities game using card sets collecting
as basis mechanism. It is also suitable for families,
ages 10+, if the purposeful collecting of corresponding cards and keeping an eye on the board
is not too challenging. It plays in an hour and no
two games are the same; graphics seem bleak and
somewhat unclear.
Taking cards is either happening randomly
by taking cards from the general draw pile
or selectively by taking cards from an open
display! This display, however, is not replenished when a card has been taken from it.
And, contrary to “Ticket to Ride” the dilemma of stopping to collect cards at the right
moment is intensified here, as all cards in
your hand that have not been used when a
set has been played from your hand, must
be discarded openly, but can be used by the
other players for their selective collecting
of cards - thus, the discarding of previously
painstakingly acquired cards is hurting
twice as much.
If possible, you should also try to memorize
which colors or tribes your fellow players
are collecting. When you have collected
maximum ten cards in your hand, collecting
stops and it is mandatory to play a set.
Besides timing, luck is a deciding factor
when drawing or playing cards, especially
in the third and last round, when it gets
more and more difficult to place one of
your markers on the board to secure your
own majority or to overthrow other players’
majorities. However, the collecting of a color

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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ETHNOS t

that you might not need anymore to place
a marker can score very valuable points due
to the bigger size of the card set. But do not
hesitate too long to play a set from had,
because from the middle of the round, the
bottom half of the draw pile, that is, a possibly very sudden end of the round threatens,
which renders all cards in your hand worthless.
The twelve “tribes” of the basic game, however, offer very harmonious and diversified
possibilities and options: The Minotaurs, for
instance - due to their strength you can place
markers more easily in a region; or the Wingfolk, which allow you to disregard the color
restrictions involved in placing markers; then
there are the Elves, who - strictly in the spirit
of closeness to nature and sustained yield let you keep cards for your hand, when playing a set of cards; or the Wizards, who magic
new fresh cards into your hand after you
have played a set of cards; or the Skeletons,
who all but work as jokers, but come with
the disadvantage of not contributing points
to the size of a set of card because they disintegrate to dust before the set is scored, and
so on. A 13th tribe, the Fairies., was available
as a promo. They allow you to swap a set of
cards with a set of the same size or a smaller
set of another player that has been previously played. On the web, you can already

Only six tribes are used in a
game, and that causes varying approaches to the gameplay. Spreading on the board
is always important, but some
tribes allow you to collect important and relevant victory
points using various other
rewarding and lucrative options. Additional variance is offered as victory points from the six regions are always
re-defined at the start of each game. So,
therefore, should I fight my fellow players for
the majority in a rather valuable region or do
I prefer regions less ripe with victory points
which will therefore be less contested?
In addition of the element of chance when
drawing cards to refill your hand, the number of players in a game is a deciding factor
for the influence I have on the game flow
and if I have influence t at all. And it can happen, as in nearly every card game, that the
desired cards keep refusing to appear when
drawing, and that another luckier player
keeps drawing the cards that he needs. This
enables him not only to play a suitable set
more quickly but will give him the advantage of having more points and a bigger selection from the open-faced cards later-on,
after the unluckier player has finally managed to play a set to the table.
As game mechanics do not provide any
kind of catching up or regaining ground
mechanism - on the contrary, a player that
has fallen behind can be additionally penalized by having to discard all his cards in hand
at the end of the round - it can happen that
the game gets out of balance in a way that
is nearly impossible to correct. Granted, the
player who has the currently lowest score is the one who begins
the second and the third round,
but this is of no use whatsoever
the player in last place but one in
points, if he is the last one in turn
order.
All the same, you do not feel that
you are being played too much
here; Ethnos offers sufficient tactical options and interesting dilemmas for a satisfactory feel of the
game, without being too prone to
too much down-time and pondering. It can happen, however, that in
the third and final round you might
have problems assessing the situa-
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

tion on the board, where you could change
a majority in a useful way or where it might
be promising to profit from being second
or third in a region. This is more due to the
graphics of the board than to the cards, because the board could easily have been a bit
more colorful. And, unfortunately, this board
is only serving to place the various markers
without other function, especially not a topological one. And even for the card graphics I would have deemed a comic-style design to be more appropriate than the rather
bleak drawings that were used.
In a game for two or three players there are
a few minor changes in the rules: The number of rounds is reduced from three to two
and you use only five instead of six tribes in
a game. Following the adaptation and modernization of Bingo with the game Augustus (nominated for Game of the Year 2013,
Spiele Hit für Familien 2013), the designer
has again done the trick with Ethnos to give
a dusty abstract game classic a new modern
and more tactical feeling, with a harmonious background story full of lair. Would Oma
have liked that? It might have been worth a
try, albeit maybe without the Skeletons, after
all. þ
Harald Schatzl
(c) Images: sirchudley, Beatrix Schilke

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

2-6

Designer: 45+Paolo Mori
Artist: John Howe
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: CMON/Asmodee 2017
www.asmodee.de

AGE:

14+
TIME:

45+

BEWERTUNG
set collecting, majorities
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Good, rather verbose rules * Funny flavor
texts * Easily accessed, quickly played * Welldesigned box inlay * Components rather
run-off-the-mill * Game can get imbalanced
* (c) Images: sirchudley, Beatrix Schilke,
Bernhard Czermak
Compares to:
Zug um Zug
Phase 10 - Das Brettspiel
Other editions:
Asterion Press (it), CMON (en), Edge Entertainment (es, fr) Lavka (ru), Portal (pl),

My rating:

find several fan-created suggestions for additional “tribes”
and their special abilities, so I
think it will not be long before
an official expansion will be
available.
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u ASTERIX & OBELIX / BEEEEES!

ASTERIX & OBELIX

MISSION ZAUBERTRANK
Miraculix needs ingredients
for the magic potion to defeat
the Romans. Location cards
are laid out in numerical order;
the Roman pawn begins in the
Roman Camp; then all decide
together on what challenge to
take up and draw between four
to eight cards with tasks, ranging from One Roman to Conquer
Rome. The first task is revealed
- always demanding delivery of

10

mistletoe, strawberries and/or
fishes - and each player selects
a character, places it on the corresponding location card and
takes one magic potion marker
and ingredients according to
the character card. Finally, two
Calamity tokens are drawn, and
all decide together where to deposit them.
A turn comprises: Two actions
- advance Roman one step on

BEEEEES!

ROLL FOR HONEYCOMBS
Build the best hive for most
honey! You have a set of honeycomb hexes, five bee dice and a
card for a Bee Race. On a signal
you place your stack flower-side
up, accessible for you and your
neighbors to your left and right.
Then all players roll their dice
simultaneously and as fast as
possible to achieve dice results
corresponding to markings on
the flower tiles and to acquire

12

14

tiles. You always roll all available
dice and cannot set dice aside. If
you achieve one or more results
corresponding to dice symbols
on tiles on accessible stacks, you
put the respective die on them.
If a tile is filled and you two dice
there, you take the tile for your
hive. The other player receives
a Helper Bee. If all three players
have one die each on the tile,
the tile goes out of play. Your
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the time track - drawing and
placing Calamity tokens, but
not on a card where the Roman
is currently standing. In addition
to the actions, you may move
twice per turn. Actions are: Use
location - even twice, but on
varying locations; drink magic
potions; pass on two cards/
ingredients; play two Auxiliary
cards; or complete a part task
of a card - only once per turn.
To complete a part task, your
character must stand on the
task card stack and discard the
ingredient on demand. For a
completed task card, the corresponding rewards are earned.
If a Calamity marker cannot be
placed, the Roman pawn advances by two steps. When the
Roman returns to the Roman
Camp, before all tasks have
been resolved, all players lose
together.
Not as easy as it sounds - good
joint management of ingredients, Auxiliary cards and Calamity markers is a decisive factor;
the tasks, however, are manageable despite a rather great element of chance! þ

INFORMATION

access is restricted to the three
stacks of yourself and your two
neighbors; if one of them is
empty, you cannot access stacks
further away. If you have two
killer bees in your result, you
can steal a tile from one of the
stacks.
If a wildflower is revealed, a Bee
Race begins; you must have all
five dice available to participate
and may place any available
dice result on the card, but only
in the correct sequence from 1
to 5. If you are first to have filled
your card, you receive the wildflower.
When all Helper Bees have been
taken or three stacks in a row
are empty, you score your bee
hive. Each edge between flowers/honeycombs of the same
color and each pair of Helper
Bees scores a point, edges of
wildflower tiles are jokers, the
majority in Helper Bees is worth
three points.
Fast, chaotic, fun, simple and
even a bit tactical! Great family
fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: L. Zach, M. Palm
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, resources
management
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Topic nicely implemented
* Good cooperation and
planning necessary * Tasks
are manageable
Compares to:
Cooperative card and resources
management
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

15+

Designer: M. Ross, C. Heacock
Artist: Cappel, Heacock, Solis
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Action Phase Games 2017
www.actionphasegames.com

EVALUATION
Dice, collect
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Some tactic
on available tiles * Lots of
interaction * Player age
much too high, this is a
good family game * Expansion with special rules
available * (c) Image Eric
Compares to:
Dice game using results to acquire
components
Other editions:
Print & Play, Water Bear Games (en)
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BULLYPARADE DER FILM / CARO CANE t

BULLYPARADE DER FILM

DAS BRETTSPIEL

Opening night for Bullyparade
- Der Film! You want to be the
first to reach the Red Carpet.
Your journey begins out in the
Wild West, where the Kasirskes
have ended up after losing their
way in their Trabbi. They meet
Spucky, Schrotty, Kork & Co out
there, who join them on their
way back.
Film characters from previous
films move through settings

8
from those Bully films - Wild
West, New Your, Space and Royal
Imperium - towards the Red Carpet.
The active player draws and
plays a Beweg Dich! / Get a move
on! card and then either uses the
instruction of the App or of a text
card for the respective episode;
for movement, you only count
empty cases; there can newer be
two characters on the same case

CARO CANE

DOG WITH TREE AND?
Dogs, trees, persons and other
features on 36 cards are depicted in several distinct ways but
are still easily recognized and assigned to their category - each
card shows a dog and two images from two more categories.
Categories are Ball - Boy - CarCat - Girl - Hat - Ship and Tree.
All cards are shuffled and dealt,
2-3-4 players receive 7-6-5 cards,
the rest is face-down draw pile.
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One card is displayed to begin
the discard pile. The active player selects one card from his hand
- it must correspond to the card
on the discard pile in one category other than the dog. You
name „Dog and corresponding
category plus the third category
on your own card”, for instance
“Dog, Ball and Moon” and put
the card on the discard pile. The
next player could, for instance

anywhere but on the starting
cases of an episode. Then you
draw up to two Mach halt was! /
Do something! cards and lay out
Klone / Clones or Kopfgeldjäger
/ Bounty Hunter cards. If necessary, you pay for them, a dice roll
determines the price and you
pay with cards from your hand.
If you cannot pay or do not
want to pay, you move back to
the starting case of the episode
and your turn ends. Otherwise,
you play no, one or two Mach
halt was! cards. If you play such a
card, you implement its actions
immediately. Whoever reaches
the Red Carpet first, wins.
In the Team version, team members select characters from the
same episode; team members
cannot discuss or coordinate
their moves and cannot swap
cards.
An absolute Fan special! If you
are familiar with the previous
films and/or the comedy programs, you will have double entertainment; if you do not know
them, you have a standard roll &
move game with event cards for
a fun family game. þ

INFORMATION

place the card „Dog, Moon and
Car“. If you cannot discard a suitable card, you draw a card from
the draw pile. If you are first to
shed all cards, you win.
For the Hund sitz! Variant, one
player is game master for the
round and lays out five cards
open-faced, naming each card
with “Dog One and ...”, “Dog Two
and ...” and so on. If you spot an
image from the same category
on two adjacent cards, you call
“Sit, dog!” and take all openfaced cards, if you are correct.
The first you notice in this game
are the attractive, challenging
illustration; each category is presented differently on each card
- dogs are German Shepherd,
Terrier or Spaniel, the ship is a
sailing ship or boat, and so on.
This trains - while providing lots
of fun in discovering the correlations - observation, naming
of categories and assigning images to categories. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: fiore-gmbh.de, HUCH!
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Roll & move, license topic
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Can be played with or
without free App * Five episodes based on previous
films * Knowledge of the
films not necessary
Compares to:
Roll & move games featuring film
topics
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Alex Randolph
Artist: Kinetic MDC
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Characteristics, correlation
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr hu it pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Hund und
...?, 1987 * Challenging,
attractive illustrations
* Simple rules * Trains
recognition of terms and
characteristics
Compares to:
Dobble and other spotting games
about gaps and correlations
Other editions:
Currently none
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u CLUBS / COOKIES

CLUBS

BONUS CARDS FOR POINTS
Gentlemen amuse themselves
in their club with betting and
card games. The game features
60 cards - 15 each for Hearts,
Diamonds, Spades and Clubs,
values 1 to 15 in each suit. The
Clubs cards carry markings for
bonus points, ranging from +5
on value 1 to +1 on values 11 to
15. Six bonus cards show point
values of 0, +2, +5, +8, +10 and
+12.

8

Bonus cards in relation to the
number of players are laid out,
each player is dealt ten of the
60 cards, the rest is set aside.
The starting player of the round
leads one card or two or more
cards of identical value or two
or more cards in ascending order of values. The other players
in turn can pass or play cards,
always the same combination
and the same number of cards,

COOKIES

FOUR KINDS OF COOKIES IN THE OVEN
36 cookies must be baked within 4 hours. Cookies are sorted by
variety; two sheets are set out
and the hour hand of the clock
is on 0 and the minute hand is
on 12.
The active player rolls three
dice and - depending on the
result and his decision - has one
of three options: If you rolled
cookie symbols, you decide on
a variety and place the respec-

14

5

tive number of those cookies
on a sheet, but only cookies of
one type on a sheet. If you rolled
Sprinkles, you may decorate as
many so far undecorated cookies on the sheet; if no dice result
is suitable, you can nibble and
take a cookie off the sheet.
For each dice result that you
could not use, the minute hand
advances by one case but not
for the action option Nibble or
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but the highest card played
must be higher than the previously played highest card. If you
play a 15 or are the last player
that did not pass his turn, you
win the trick. If you play your
last card, you take the highest
currently available bonus card.
If only one player has cards, he
can win the trick, but must take
the bonus card of value 0 at the
end of the round, he will not
score points in this round. All
other players add up the bonus
points on their Clubs cards and
from collected bonus cards.
Then all cards used in the round
are set aside and you are dealt
10 cards from the remaining
cards; if those are not sufficient,
you shuffle and deal the discard
pile. Whoever scores 50 or more
points first, wins the game.
Clubs is an attractive version of
the „top the kind/number of
cards played“ type of trick-taking games, not necessarily new,
but entertaining and a nice addition to the genre. þ

INFORMATION

if there are not enough cookies or sprinkles for the respective action. When the minute
hand reaches 12 again, the
hour hand advances one step.
When a sheet is complete with
nine cookies, it is put into the
oven. The color of the current
case with the minute hand determines the baking time, the
alarm marker is placed on the
corresponding case. When the
minute hand reaches the alarm
marker, the cookies are done
and are taken off the sheet;
sprinkles go back into stock and
the sheet is free for another variety of cookies.
When all cookies are baked, before the hour hand arrives at 4 the last sheet may still be in the
oven - all players win together;
if not, all have lost the game together.
Simply enchanting! The 3D oven
is a nice gimmick and the use of
dice symbols is surprisingly tactical for a game for children - all
in all a game that is fun, also for
the whole family. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Dominic Crapuchettes
Artist: Huch! & friends, Kondirolli
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Huch! and friends 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Trick taking, cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar core mechanism *
Nice details * Well-working,
fun family entertainment
for a filler
Compares to:
Trick-taking games, Karrierepoker and similar games
Other editions:
North Star Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Hartmut Kommerell
Artist: anoka.de, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2017
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Dice, use results
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components
* 3D oven * Good rules *
Some tactic is possible
Compares to:
All games using dice results
Other editions:
Currently none
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DANCE OF THE FIREFLIES

FLOWER BEDS AND ROYAL FIREFLIES
Lord & Lady Backspindle hold
a competition to find a Head
Gardener. You bid for flowers to
plant into beds; several beds, if
you want, but not two flowers of
the same color in one bed. In the
Planting Phase of a round you
have one turn and either place
a firefly on a flower card in the
flower clock - on the leftmost
free spot, corresponding to the
time of the day, or you plant

a flower card from your hand,
marked with a firefly, into a bed
- open-faced for immediate use
its special ability or face-down
till the end of the game - or pass
your turn. In the Harvest Phase,
you advance the Sundial. When
then the Sun and/or the Moon
pointer align with a flower card
with corresponding symbol, this
card is harvested by who has the
best bid on the card; if the card

DIESEL DEMOLITION DERBY

CONFLICT OF COMBAT MECHS
In the dark underground of a society in crisis a dangerous fighting legion has sprung up - engineers and workers create dieseldriven demolition machines.
In a series of derbies, you win if
you have won three individual
derbies. A derby is won, if, at the
end of a derby, you control combat Mechs with the highest total
of strength.
Cards available for play are pre-
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pared in relation to the number of players, shuffled and
you receive number of players
plus two cards for a derby. In
each round of a derby, all players simultaneously lay out a
card from hand., then cards are
revealed simultaneously, too.
Permanent abilities or abilities
of the round are resolved immediately, then you resolve special
abilities of Mechs in descending

is empty, it is discarded. The bid
is won by whoever has most
fireflies on the card or has a
Royal Firefly there. Several Royals cancel each other out; otherwise, in case of a tie, the card is
discarded, and players involved
can plant a card from hand into
a bed without marking it with a
firefly. A harvested flower you
plant and can then plant one of
the same color from your hand
and use the special abilities of
both types. For orchids/weeds
there are special rules. When
potting shed and greenhouse
are empty, you win at the end
of the round with most points
from your flower beds.
A beautiful and contradictory
game - much too tactical for
a simple set collecting game;
with few rules but with rules
that demand gaming experience; planting flowers is easy
but using the special abilities
of flowers ... a highly interesting
game, also for families with lots
of gaming experience. þ

INFORMATION

order of their strength. Cards
still on the table stay remain
in front of the players controlling them, for the next round.
This is repeated until all players
have only one card left in hand;
this card is discarded, and derby
abilities are resolved and then
you add up the strength of all
combatants you control. The
highest total wins this derby. In
case of a tie, you win with most
combatants. If there is also a tie
in combatants, all players involved are deemed to have won
the derby.
A fast game of quick up and
downs, destructive and strategic, good for all numbers of players, but best for five or six players, when all the „good“ cards
are in play and you can access
all those fascinating options;
landing you, however, with the
permanent dilemma of all card
drafting games - what you want
to hand or what you must hand
on or what you can risk to hand
on to your neighbor. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Oliver Brooks
Artist: A. Grundy, V. C. Hackett
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Backspindle Games 2017
www.backspindlegames.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting, auction
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful components
* Simple rules for lots of
in-game depth * Lots of
tactics and a bit of bluffing
* Gaming experience
recommended
Compares to:
Set collecting using auctions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Matthew Dunstan
Artist: A. Courneyer, V. Csete
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: LudiCreations 2017
www.ludicreations.com

EVALUATION
Cards, drafting, dystopia
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Dark topic * Highly interactive * Best with five and
six players, * Interesting
cards only available at
higher player numbers *
Dilemma of keeping/playing/handing on cards * (c) Image Ivan
Karmarov
Compares to:
Card drafting games in general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u DINO WORLD / DISNEY PIXAR CARS 3

DINO WORLD

ARCHAEOPTERYX IS PREY FOR SPINOSAURUS
Dinosaurs are hunting dinosaurs! 16 green Archeopteryxc
cards are laid out to form a
jungle, the cards must be placed
individually, without touching
or overlapping each other. Each
player holds a set of cards, comprising one T-Rex (purple), two
Spirosaurus (red), two Dilophosaurus (blue) and four Velociraptors (yellow).
The active player places the

6

game box vertically on the
table, with the small side facing him, and selects one of his
dinosaur cards to go hunting
with. You put the card on top of
the box and then push it with
verve off the box into the jungle.
When your dinosaur card lands
on top of other dinosaur cards
and those dinosaurs are smaller
than the dinosaur on the card,
the hunt has been successful,

DISNEY PIXAR CARS 3

PISTON CUP RACE GAME
DAS RENNEN UM DEN PISTON
CUP! You want to win the Piston Cup just like Lightning McQueen -and can achieve this, if
you collect and use five different
Tuning Cards during the race.
The podium representing the
race track is assembled with the
Piston Cup on top and switched
on; each player selects a Race
Car - - Lightning McQueen,
Jackson Storm, Cruz Ramirez or

16

4

Danny Swervez - and places it
at the star. The Tuning cards are
sorted by type and stacked.
The active player rolls the die.
For a result of 1 to 5 you move
the car in direction of the arrows. If you end on a case with
a tuning symbol - Spark plugs,
tools, tyres, speedometers or refuels - you take the corresponding Tuning card, if you do not
have it yet. When your target
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and you took prey: You fix the
card with your finger and carefully pull out the prey cards from
underneath. The cards carry colored icons to indicate possible
prey. Your hunting dinosaur
stays on the table and turns to
prey for other dinosaurs. Even if
the card did not end up on top
of other cards you did not take
prey, it stays. If the card falls off
the table, it goes out of play.
Prey that you took is placed under your player marker, those
dinosaurs do not go hunting
anymore. When all dinosaurs
have hunted, you win with most
dinosaur prey.
So simple und so effective - you
snip a card from the box and
somehow this makes you feel
as if you were sitting up in the
branches of a prehistoric tree
and waiting for prey. A thematic
bestseller, cleverly, attractively
and challengingly implemented, Dino World is not only a
smashing game for children, but
also a thrilling family game. þ

INFORMATION

case is occupied, you put your
car to the front or back of it. If
you end on the starting case,
you roll again. If you reach a Pylon case, you do a pit stop and
press the Piston Cup. If you hear
the Pitstop noise, you put your
car on the track, press the Piston
Cup again for the track to rotate
and turn over a Tuning card.
When the track stops, you have
driven a round and put your
case back on the nearest empty
case on the board. If you hear an
engine shutting down, you have
a breakdown and your turn
ends. For a 6 you can a Tuning
card that you do not have from
another player but cannot turn
it over in the Pit Stop round that
follows. Whoever is first to have
collected all five tuning cards
and has used them in five race
rounds, wins.
An attractive, simple game with
a posh game unit for a nicely implemented license topic - good,
simple fun for little fans of Cars
3. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Pranzo, Gigli, Brasini
Artist: Jann Kerntke
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity, action
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Mechanism
suits the topic very well *
Good components * Very
nice family game, too
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Big Ideas
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2017
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Car racing, Disney
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nicely implemented license
topic * Attractive game unit
* Good, simple mechanism
Compares to:
Car racing games
Other editions:
Currently none
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DRAGONSGATE COLLEGE / ERFORSCHE DEN KÖRPER t

DRAGONSGATE COLLEGE

RIVALRY FOR THE DRAGONGATE
You are Head of House in Dragonsgate College and must
achieve prestige for your house
to be granted the privilege to
enter the Dragonsgate.
After a copious game set up you
play five rounds of five phases
each, plus one scoring phase in
Round 5: I: Preparation - replenish apprentice and professor
display. II. Income - 2 coins +
income from buildings, maybe

Imp or Wizardry cards. III. Dice
Roll - Apprentice dice are rolled
and placed into the pool; two
dice per player in rounds 1 and
2, three dice in rounds 3 and 4
and three dice plus one Combined Action die in round 5. IV.
Action - in turn you select and
use one die from the pool for an
action, corresponding to a pip
value next to the action; the dice
is then spent; with every Imp

ERFORSCHE DEN KÖRPER

SKELETON OR MUSCLES?
The game features color coded
transparencies and tiles for skin,
skeleton and muscles of boy
and girl - blue for skin, yellow
for skeleton and red for muscles;
the tiles show one body part, either with skin, that is, naked, or
the muscles or the bones of the
body port. For the basic game
you select the transparency and
blue tiles for skin, otherwise any
color of your choice, and set out

www.gamesjournal.at
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the respective tiles face-down.
For the basic game you roll the
die and move the doctor marker
accordingly; the active player
takes a look at the tile, turns it
over again, slides the check-up
stick beneath the transparency
and searches for the spot corresponding to the tile image.
When body part spot and tile
correspond, you move the corresponding part of your body,

you use you can change a dice
value by +1 or -1. If you select a
die in the color of another player, this player can do an action
with this die, too, as soon as you
have finished your action. Possible actions are: Change dice,
take coins, pay coins for prestige, select or draw an apprentice, select or draw a professor,
place a building in your house,
move a marker on the Training
Dungeon Track or the Turn Order Track, or select a career for
an apprentice. V. Cleanup - discard professors and apprentices, pay upkeep or lose prestige,
new turn order. Only in round 5:
VI. Scoring - Coins, imps, starting
player, majorities in buildings,
apprentices and professors, sets
or career tiles.
Dragonsgate College is a very
well-working Worker Placement
game with dice drafting, offering lots of possible strategies,
albeit with little interaction and
partially complex implementation. þ

INFORMATION

and then put the tile on the
display board. In the version of
Errate die Körperstelle, the active
player rolls the die and looks
at the reached tile, then you
move the corresponding part
of your body and another player
searches for the corresponding
body part on the transparency.
For the variant Körper-Memo,
you roll the die and move the
doctor. Before you turn up the
tile, you move the check-up
stick under a body part on the
transparency. If transparency
image and tile image are the
same, you take the tile. When
all tiles are handed out, you win
with most tiles.
Challenging and informative,
and recommended by educationists - and good practice for
observation and memory. For
each body version there is a corresponding illustration featuring the complete body, including names for all body parts; the
transparencies carry markings
for possible correct positions of
the check-up stick. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: T. V. Ginste, W. Plancke
Artist: O. Stamoglou, A. Kopera
Price: ca. 38 Euro
Publisher: NSKN Games 2017
www.nskn.net

EVALUATION
Dice drafting, placement
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Copious set-up * Familiar
basic mechanisms * Clever
details, e.g. turn for a player
whose dice color is used
Compares to:
All worker placement
games with dice drafting from a
common pool
Other editions:
NSKN (pl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

4-7

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: Joachim Krause
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2017
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Body parts, memo, movement
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Detailed and informative *
Approved by ZNL - TransferZentrum für Neurowissenschaften und Lernen *
Learning while playing
Compares to:
Educational games on body parts
Other editions:
Currently none
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u EYE CATCH / FANG MICH!

EYE CATCH

CATCH GROUPS OF ANIMALS
Eight animals in eight colors Dragonfly, Fish, Gecko, Octopus,
Snail, Snake, Squirrel and Toucan in blue, orange, red, green,
yellow, purple, pink and gray on round cards must be caught
in both versions of the game.
For each version you stack the
cards face-down and display
two cards openly in the middle,
players try to achieve a catch: A
catch consists of three identical

6

animals, three cards of the same
color or three cards showing
two colors and two animals.
Adlerauge: In turn, players turn
up one card and add it to the
ones already on the table. If you
spot a catch, you call „catch“
and take the three cards. When
several players call simultaneously, the cards are set aside. If
you announce a catch erroneously, you put the last card you

FANG MICH!

WHERE IS THE FOX HIDING?
20 double sided picture cards
show a big animal on the front
side and another, smaller image
of another animal on the back
side. 19 of those cards are hidden by players anywhere in the
room; if you want to, you can
expand the area for searching to
the whole house or also include
the garden. Regardless where
you hide the cards, you must
take care to always place them

18

3

with the side showing the big
animal facing upwards.
One player then begins the
proper game; he turns over the
last remaining card and names
the animal that is portrayed on
the backside. Do the players all
know all the animals: cat - crocodile - cow - elephant - fox - frog giraffe - goat - hare - horse - lady
bug - lion - mouse - owl - parrot
- sheep - snail - stag beetle - tiger
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won under the stack. When the
stack is empty, and no catch can
be achieved, you win with most
cards.
Schlaufuchs: Players memorize
the two cards on display and
then those cards are turned
over. Then, in turn, a player reveals three cards, either from
the stack or from the table or
any mixture. If there is a catch,
you take the cards involved
and keep turning up cards, until the three revealed cards do
not form a catch. All memorize
the open-faced cards and then
those cards are turned over.
When all cards are on the table
face-down, and nobody could
form a catch anymore, you win
with most cards.
Set formation is one of the wellknown mechanisms for spotting and reaction games, always
fun, always a challenge for taking a close look and reacting
fast; Eye Catch implements the
mechanism with nice, simple
images corresponding to the
targeted age group. þ

INFORMATION

- wolf? The card with this animal
must now be found. If a player
has found the correct card, he
announces this with “here it is
hiding!” If you find cards, that
do show another animal than
the wanted one, you put it back
and memorize the location. If
you found the correct card, you
keep it; you are the winner of
the round and turn over your
card. Then you name the animal
depicted on the backside, which
is now the currently wanted one
and is searched for by all players.
When all the animals have been
found, you win with most cards.
A memo and spotting game
with lots of exercise! The animals are depicted slightly abstract but are well recognizable
all the same; the choice of hiding place is left to players’ discretion, which facilitates memorizing. Players can hide the cards
together or you give some cards
to each player who then hides
them by himself. An attractive
game for toddlers! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

15+

Designer: M. Hiron, S. Bonnick
Artist: Bonaparte, Game Factory
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2017
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Spot, react
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Tin package * Good travel
game * Standard mechanism * Nicely varied
Compares to:
Set, Dobble and other spot/
react games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2017
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Search, memory
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Easy-to-handle cards * Animals slightly abstract, but
recognizable * Good mix
of mechanisms * Includes
exercise
Compares to:
Indoor spotting games using rooms
Other editions:
Currently none
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FEUDALIA / FRED IM BEET t

FEUDALIA

RESTAURATION AT THE END OF WAR
After an extended period of
warfare, the Conquered Lands
conquered lands must be rebuilt. You are a new feudal lord
and develop and reign over
three feuds, produce resources
with vassals and hired masters
and use cathedral masters to
build the cathedral, both for victory points, and pay tax to the
king.
Feudalia is played in a campaign

of scenarios; the game also provides a Tutorial Campaign of
three scenarios.
In your turn, you must play the
Tax Collector - if you hold him in
hand - and then you have any
number of actions in any order
- hiring workers, income, field
action, influence action (once
per turn), upgrading feud, cathedral building, hiring master
and master action. Then, in the

FRED IM BEET

ENE MENE MUH MEIN ERSTER SPIELSPASS!
A flower bed in a garden must
be planted with colorful flowers;
unfortunately, however, Fred
the Mole is burrowing underground and peeks out from his
mole hills. All flowers must be
planted before Fred the Mole
has completed his burrowing.
20 flower tiles are stacked, the
flower bed is placed on top of
the open game box und Fred is
put at the start of his track.
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All players cooperate against
Fred the Mole; the current active player rolls the die: When
the die shows a flower color,
you plant a flower of this color,
that is, you place a flower in the
corresponding color into a free
slit of the same color; if your result shows Fred the Mole, Fred
advances one step on his track
towards his finish, and if the
die result is a ladybug, you can

final phase of the turn, you play
a vassal or a master for a blue
action, discard used vassals and
maybe the tax collector, and
unused vassals as well, receive
coins for cards in hand and then
adjust your cash level; finally,
you replenish your hand to five
cards from your deck and adjust
the feud.
If someone has ten victory
points, you win with most points
at the end of a final round.
Expansion rules and variants
introduce solitaire play, military
and magic as well as an alternate end-of-game condition.
An unusual and interesting
deck building variant, in which
you can carry over resources to
further rounds or try to enlarge
your deck to keep the tax collector in check, all in the from
of a thrilling meta story line. If,
after a few games, you want
to try a shorter game, you can
play the quick start version with
ten starting turns, in which you
customize your deck, upgrade
feuds or add masters or victory
points. A true tidbit for experts.
þ

INFORMATION

choose a flower of any color to
plant. Fred the Mole wins, if he
arrives on the last case of his
track, before all flowers have
been planted; all players win
together, when all flowers are
planted before Fred the Mole arrives at the end of his track.
If you prefer to play a competitive variant of the game, you
dive each player 10-6-5 flowers
in case of 2-3-4 players, regardless of which color; again you
roll the die in turn. The winner
will be the player who could
plant all his flowers before Fred
has arrived at the end case of his
track.
This is a very nicely made game
with lots of educational content:
All flowers in four colors - red,
yellow, blue and purple - are all
of a different variety and you
even learn, if the grow out of
roots or out of bulbs. There is
also color recognition and motor skill and, of course, lots of fun
to play in this dice race against
Fred the cheeky Mole. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Fernando Abad
Artist: C. Nieto, N. Serrano
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Abba Games 2017
www.abbagames.com

EVALUATION
Deck building, resources
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Campaign of scenarios *
Includes a Tutorial Campaign * Quick start mode
* Elegant, interesting deck
building version
Compares to:
Deck building in general, but unique
combination of features
Other editions:
Abba Games (es)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Ingeborg Ahrenkiel
Artist: Eva Künzel
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2017
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice roll, placing
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Pretty topic * Attractive
components * Lots of
educational content *
Cooperative and competitive variant
Compares to:
Games as a race for suitable dice
results
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u HALLOWEEN / HEROES: ZORN DER ELEMENTE

HALLOWEEN

GHOSTS THAT FIGHT AND FRIGHTEN
As a ghost master you collect
Scare points with real ghosts!
There are 25 ghosts, five each
for five ghost levels; corresponding to those levels there
are 12 Ghost Tokens per level
and one Ghost Dice per level.
You have your personal board,
Haunt Tokens, Advancement
spheres, Tracking Markers and a
Haunt Point marker as well as 12
Action Discs. Eight of 52 unique

action cards are on display for
a game. You begin the game
with a marker on the blue ghost,
level one, that is, in each of the
three action sections on your
board. In your turn, you have
one action in each section and
can active all ghosts up to the
marked level there.
Action options are Summon,
Scare, Upgrade, Move, Fight,
Haunt and Rest. Fights among

HEROES: ZORN DER ELEMENTE

HEROES FIGHT FOR AND OVER ELEMENTS
The dominance over the realm,
but also over elements of power
is what heroes are fighting for;
for each element, a hero fights
with individual abilities, casts
spells and commands fantasy
creatures to defeat his opponents.
You use a given set-up or select hero, three spells and your
armies of a total value of ten
points. Gameplay is divided into

20

phases:
1. Real-time phase - all roll their
dice simultaneously and as
fast as possible for the symbol
groups necessary for actions. If
you achieved a desired result,
you stop this phase for all. 2. The
player who stopped Phase 1, is
now active player, resolves the
weakness of his heroes and the
effects of permanent spells in
case of pausing the game and
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ghosts are resolved with dice in
corresponding colors; Scaring
is rewarded with Scare points,
which are used to upgrade
ghosts. If you rest, you do not
resolve an action, but take back
your action discs from the respective section on the board.
To expand your options, you
can claim action cards; to claim
a card, you place the necessary
Ghost tokens on it, either three
different or three identical tokens.
If someone places his fifth
Haunt Token into a building or
claims his fifth action card, you
win with most Haunt Points at
the end of the round, including the haunt points from action cards that you claimed. The
game comes with suggestions
for combinations of action cards
and an expert version.
Challenging, highly interactive
and with an unusual topic, a
game that offers a felicitous mix
of strategies and tactics; a bonus
is the high replay value due to
the many action cards. þ

INFORMATION

then implements the action of
his dice result - cast spell, activate creatures, draw cards or
learn a spell. 3. Now all other
players can use a dice result
they achieved. 4 Back to Phase
1 - whoever could do an action,
picks up all dice for rolling, all
others can leave any number
of dice on the table. This is followed by Phase 1, etc.
The game ends with one surviving hero as the winner of
the game or, when all creatures
have been eliminated, you win
as the hero with most hit points.
This end-of-game version is
recommended for newcomers to the game; the rules also
recommend simplified play for
numerous other situations in
the game, for instance the use
of given armies and given starting set-ups.
The game delivers what it promises to be - combat, use of dice
and yet tactic in the selection of
intended results and with them
the intended actions, and of
course also in the combinations
of armies and spells. Felicitous
adventure entertainment! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Angelo de Maio
Artist: Konstantin Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2017
www.quined.com

EVALUATION
Collect, actions
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
High replay value * Attractive design * Very good
mix of strategies and tactic
* Simple and yet lots of
in-game depth
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Adam Kwapiński
Artist: Grzegorz Bobrowski & Team
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Heidelberger / Asmodee 2017
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Dice, adventure, real-time
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Nice components * Good
rules * Deviations for
beginners are given * Tactic
despite dice
Compares to:
Adventure game using dice
combinations for actions
Other editions:
Edge Entertainment (es, fr), Lion
Games / Rebel (en, pl)
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INDIAN SUMMER / INSECTINI t

INDIAN SUMMER

AUTUMN IN THE WOODS
Walks through the colorful late
autumn forests of New England,
squirrels rustling the leaves!
They want to collect berries,
nuts, mushrooms and feathers,
just like us.
The board is equipped with
animal tiles and you draw five
random leaf tiles - two green
threes, two yellow fours and
one red five - and lay them out
as personal path; additional tiles

are placed around the board as
path for common use.
You begin with a berry, a nut
and a mushroom next to your
rucksack and one forest board
showing treasures; you will fill
this board with leaf tiles. Those
leaf tiles all show a hole and you
try to place the tiles in a way that
a treasure is visible in the hole.
If you manage that, you place
a treasure token on top of the

INSECTINI

CREEPY-CRAWLIES UNDER LEAVES
A strong gust of wind has
swirled up foliage and the little
creepy-crawlies have lost their
hide-away under the leaves.
Players assist the insects in hiding again beneath suitable
leaves.
36 double-sided insect tiles
- with an image of the same
insect on both sides of the tile
- are displayed openly on the
table; tiles must not touch each
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other and must not overlap.
Leaf tiles show a leaf on the back
side and on the front side one of
the insects, within a silhouette
of a leaf. All leaf tiles are shuffled
face-down, backside up, that is,
and are then evenly distributed
to all players, who stack their
tiles face-down without looking
at them.
All play simultaneously - each
player draws the current top

hole. If you have filled one area
of your board, you collect the
treasure tokens on top.
In your turn, you have a main
action and before and/or after
it any number of special actions.
For a main action, you place a
leaf tile or a squirrel token; animal tiles can be used to cover
free holes showing treasures
and gain a treasure for each image again. Special actions manipulate your own stock of leaf
tiles, treasure tokens and use of
leaf tiles. If someone has filled
his board, all others have one
more turn and can swap their
treasures for nuts and nuts for
squirrels to fill gaps. If you are
then alone to have a filled board
without any gaps, you win. In
case of a tie, the number of nuts
owned resolves the tie.
Cottage Garden for experts - a
well-made entertaining puzzle
as a strategic as well as a tactical
challenge with lots of interaction, the flair of a race game and
lovely graphics. þ

INFORMATION

tile from his stack and looks for
the insect among the tiles in
the display. If you spot the suitable insect, you cover it with the
leaf tile, leaf side up and immediately draw the next leaf tile
from your stack to find the next
insect. If you have no tiles left in
your stack, you call „Insectini“.
All other players continue to
distribute their leaf tiles. When
all tiles are correctly placed,
you win, if you are the one who
called „Insectini“. When a mistake was made, that is, a leaf tile
is left over, or an insect cannot
be covered correctly, you must
repeat the round.
In the Das große Insectini-Krabbeln variant you play the same
way, but you do not display the
insect tiles on the table - you distribute them on the floor of the
room.
This is a pretty and very simple
spotting game - all insects are
visible, so you only need to be
quick and look closely! The insects are wittily drawn, and the
floor version provides exercise!
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: A. Boekhoff, M. Kleinke
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publ.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en cn es jp nl pt
fr hu ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Part 2 of a trilogy * More
interaction and strategy
than in Cottage Garden *
With elements of a race
game, too * Treasures can
be traded for others * Solo
variant included
Compares to:
Cottage Garden, Patchwork and other
area filling games
Other editions:
Game Harbour (cn), Hobby Japan (jp),
Ludofy Creative (pt), SD Games (es)
Stronghold (en), White Goblin Games (nl)
all published; Compaya.hu (hu), Hobby
World (ru), Luma (en/fr) announced

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

5+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Brad Ross
Artist: R. J. Kovalic, F. GmbH
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2017
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Spotting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute drawings * Simple
rules * No memo element
* Only quick spotting
needed
Compares to:
Spotting games without
memo effect
Other editions:
Currently none

ISSUE 516 / MARCH 2018
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PRESENTATION

u IQUAZÚ / MARCO BOHNO

IQUAZÚ

GEMSTONES EHIND THE WATERFALL
You are Inox and want to optimally place valuable gemstones
to score points and to protect
them from Rhujas. The board is
assembled and equipped with
rock columns, water frame, water strips and bonus tiles according to instructions, some columns and bonus tiles are visible.
The active player chooses to
draw four cards - limit for cards
in hand is twelve cards - or to

10

place a gemstone. For placement, you select a rock gap in
one of the light or dark columns
in the water frame and discard
cards as demanded by the gap
- it determines the number of
cards - and by the color of the
frame and then place a gemstone of your color in the gap.
If you hold the water box, you
now place a water drop in accordance with the rules prereq-

MARCO BOHNO

THE GOLDEN BEANSTALK WAITS
If you are not sufficiently busy
with planting and harvesting
of bean fields, you can step into
the shoes of famous adventurers and complete, in the guise of
Marco Bohno or Indiana Bohns,
various tasks, adapted to the
core game you use.
Venice as starting card begins
the display. 20 task cards are
prepared in relation to the
game used and four of those

22

task cards are displayed openly
in a row next to Venice. Adjacent
to those cards you place the
face-down stack of remaining
task cards and then the Golden
Beanstalk for your goal. The
bean markers begin in Venice.
You play the four phases as usual, following the rules of Bohnanza or Ladybohn. If you can
complete the task of the task
card in front of your bean mark-
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uisites, this spot is now closed
or placing gemstones. You keep
the water box and hand on the
gemstone box.
When the current first column
is full, it is scored for majorities
on the rock beneath the gap
and for bonuses according to
horizontal rows. Then the water
frame is shifted, a new column
appears and the bonus tiles
there are turned up. The water box is handed on counterclockwise, the gemstone box in
clockwise direction. Gemstones
on “expensive” spots are more
valuable in scorings and disappear later behind the waterfall
then gemstone in the first row
and thus are available longer for
scorings.
And this is what you must keep
in mind - gemstones need to be
places as well as possible, and,
yes, you need a bit of luck in
drawing cards for this, and you
must also manage the correct
time to trigger scoring of the
first column! A very beautiful
and very good family game! þ

INFORMATION

er, you can do this anytime, even
if you are not the active player you interrupt the game with
“stop” and move your marker on
the card. If a task relates to a certain phase of the game, you can
only complete it in this phase.
Instead of completing a task,
you can decide to pay one Bean
Taler for each step you want to
take; at any time in your turn
as active player or in an Interim
Phase for all, after the active
player has completed Phase 4
of his turn. In this Interim Phase
you cannot harvest a field. There
must always be three task cards
in front of the bean marker in
the lead; if you have completed
all tasks and own five Bean Taler,
you can move on the Golden
Beanstalk and win; this step cannot be bought with a Taler.
Marco Bohno is a sophisticated
variant of Bohnanza - the topic
of adventurers on the Bean
Road instead of the Silk Road is
cute and the tasks on the road
are an additional challenge! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

50+

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Artist: Stephanie Böhm
Price: ca. 34 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2017
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Placement for points,
majorities
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Limited, changing game
board * Simple basic rules
* Lots of tactics for placement * Indirect interaction
Compares to:
Games with changing game board
Other editions:
Haba (en fr, nl) in English and French
packaging

PLAYERS:

1-7

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: Björn Pertoft
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, trading
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition of
Bohnröschen * Only for
use with Bohnanza or
Ladybohn * New Interim
Phase after Phase 4
Compares to:
Bohnanza and all expansions
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

MORD IM WEISSWURSTSTÜBERL / MULTIPLE t

MORD IM WEISSWURSTSTÜBERL

WHO MURDERED ELFRIEDE BUTTERWECK?
Schlemmen, spielen & ermitteln /
feast, play and investigate again
in the second case of the series,
this time featuring Bavarian
scoundrels, albeit also including
an acquaintance from the first
case, Mord in der Villa Mafiosa,
among the weekend guests in
Flori Beidlschneiders Hotel.
The victim is “Godmother” Elfriede Butterweck”. Minimum five
and maximum eight players,

including the host, want to find
out who is responsible for her
untimely demise; all guests are
dyed-in-the-wool scoundrels
who love good food. Therefore,
the instruction booklet for the
game also includes „Bayerische
Schmankerl“, recipes provided
by each of the eight characters;
for instance, Mushroom Soup
by Hansi Hinterwimmer or Bavarian Meatballs by Freifrau von

MULTIPLE

CALCULATION WITH CARDS
Calculation with cards - there
are 48 so-called number cards,
comprising four cards each of
numbers 0 to 9 and for + and signs; there are also 14 mission
cards.
Those number cards are shuffled, and each player is dealt
seven cards; the rest of the cards
is stacked face-down. You place
your cards openly on the table.
Aim of the game is to be first to

www.gamesjournal.at

8

get rid of all your cards.
For each round, a mission card
is turned up. Should this card
demand drawing of one card, all
players draw a card in turn, add
it to their display and then a new
mission card is turned up. Then,
all in turn have one move, beginning with the player you revealed the mission card, and try
form a multiple of the number
on the mission card with their

Filzmoos or Bavarian Burgers by
Vroni Gasslhuber. Those recipes are of course ideally suited
to provide the culinary background for the crime dinner.
The host takes on the role of Flori Beidlschneider and invites all
guests, thereby assigning other
roles. At the start of the evening,
cards with directions are dealt to
each character, listing questions
and answers that need to be
asked and given as instructed –
but you have a joker to interrupt
the investigation to ask for more
information or clarification – this
is the moment for creativity and
improvisation, but you must not
change information given on
the cards. After the 5th contribution from the host, all players
give a guess on the culprit.
This is again a very well-made
variation of the basic crime dinner format, with lovingly constructed details and enriched by
the additional dimension of the
recipes providing local color. þ

INFORMATION

cards. You can play one card,
e.g. 6 or 9 for a multiple of 3, or
combine two cards into a 2-digit
number, e.g. 2 and 7 for 27, or
use several cards including +
and - card, e.g. 7+2+1 for a result of 6. You are not allowed to
form a number or play it as only
card that was already used by
another player in this way - e.g.,
if a player displayed 7-1=6 for a
3 in the mission card, I cannot
place 36 or 4+2, but I could play
6+3=9. If you use + and - cards,
you cannot form 2-digit numbers, some mission cards forbid
use of + and - cards, and you
cannot form 0 or negative numbers for results. It is possible, to
use all seven cards in one turn
and to win instantly.
As an alternative to playing one
or several cards you can draw
one card and display it.
Multiple offers simple calculation and a well-working competition, albeit only for players
you like to calculate quickly in a
number range of 1 to 99. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

5-8

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: M. Küpper, M. Müller
Artist: Marlies Müller
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag 2018
www.gmeiner-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Crime dinner
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Second game in the series
Schlemmen, spielen &
ermitteln * One character
from the first game appears
again * Comes with topicrelated recipes
Compares to:
Mord in der Villa Mafiosa
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Takashi Yamaya
Artist: Kotaro Kawa
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: Kua / Japon Brand 2017
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Calculation
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: jp en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Japanese edition * English
rules available for download * Number range from
1 to 99
Compares to:
Calculation games in
general
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u NUTZ! / ONITAMA

NUTZ!

COLLECTING STORES FOR WINTER
As a squirrel, you hide nuts and
fruits in hollow trees for retrieval in winter - provided you
can remember the caches! You
lay out tree cards equal to the
number of players plus one,
and place yellow squirrel cards
with the same number underneath them; then you place
5-6-7 moon tokens in case of
4-3-2 players on the rightmost
tree; one of them is immediately

8

moved on the squirrel card below.
You are dealt a blue squirrel
card; five food cards and 1 or
two moon tokens. In order of
the numbers on the blue squirrel cards you play three rounds
of playing one food card per
round under any tree, openfaced without or face-down
with a moon token on it; a tree
has room for maximum three

ONITAMA

THE GAME OF WARRIOR ART
Onitama is a game of moving
and defeating pawns for two
players, on a 5x5 board. Your
pawns are one Onmyo Master and four pupils. The Master
pawn of each player begins on
the respective player’s side of
the board on the Temple case,
the pupils to the left and right of
the Master on the base line.
Two randomly drawn cards
out of 16 movement cards are

24

placed openly before each player, one card is set to the right of
the board, between players. The
color marking of this card determines the starting player. The
active player selects one of his
two cards and moves one of his
pawns as indicated; if you end
the movement on a case with
an opposing pawn, this pawn
is removed. To defeat a pawn,
you must end your movement
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food cards. Then, in the same order, you take all food cards and
moon tokens under any one
tree, maximum three markers,
as well as the squirrel card and
discard your previous squirrel
card. If you took a predator card,
it is resolved immediately. Taken
food cards are displayed openly
for each player. Food cards in
the remaining column are set
aside.
Then the returned squirrel cards
are placed under the trees, and
one moon token is moved from
the rightmost tree to the squirrel card beneath; all players replenish their hand to five food
cards. When the rightmost tree
is empty of moon tokens at the
end of the round, you put your
remaining two hand cards into
your display and score your collected cards.
Highly interactive, somewhat
naughty, with a bit of tactic, a
bit of bluff and a bit memory
and also an unusual determination of turn order - all in all a nice
family game, with nice graphics
and simple basic rules. þ

INFORMATION

on its case, you cannot defeat a
pawn in passing. Other pawns
and temple cases do not block
movement; you cannot move
your pawn on a case holding
another of your pawns. The
card that you used is placed on
the left/other side of the board
and turned towards the other
player, and you take the card to
the right of the board. If you can
do a move, you must do it, even
if it has negative consequences
for you. If you cannot move, you
must switch cards as if you had
done a move.
If you defeat the opposing Master pawn, you win using the
Path of Stone / Weg des Steins; if
you Master arrives at the opposing temple case, you win using
the Path of the Tide / Weg der
Strömung.
Elegant, with simple rules for
lots of in-game depth, a game
that plays quickly and very different in each game due to the
movement cards - an attractive,
felicitous addition to the range
of abstract games for two players. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer:
Artist:
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Blue Orange Games 2017
www.blueorangegames.eu

EVALUATION
Place and collect cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, attractive design *
Lots of interaction * Good
mix of bluff, memory and
tactic
Compares to:
Coloretto and other games
with taking groups of cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Shimpei Sat
Artist: J. Wiese, M. Szmerdt, L. Liu
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2017
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Move and defeat pawns
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
First edition Conception /
Japon Brand 2014 * Very attractive components * Sort
duration * Lots of in-game
depth despite simple rules
* Variation due to varying
movement cards in every game
Compares to:
All abstract games for two, using
pawn movement/defeat
Other editions:
Arcane Wonders (en), Conception
(jp), Igiari (fr) Maldito (es)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

ORIGAMI / OUTLIVE t

ORIGAMI

PARROT WITH AN INSTANT EFFECT
Origami Masters compete for
the title of “Best Origami Artist”!
90 cards comprise five families
of 18 animals, from distinct natural habitats - farm, sky, ocean,
savannah and lawn.
For a game, you select one family per player and shuffle the
families together. In turn, you
deal one card openly to each
player until each player holds
cards with a total of minimum

8

ten folds; then you take your
cards in hand and from now on
keep them secret. Four cards are
laid out openly as a “Draw Line”,
the rest is stacked face-down.
The active player draws cards for
maximum four folds or plays an
Origami from his hand or uses
the effect of one of his Origamis
on display. Cards you draw you
take in hand and replenish the
line from the stack. If you play

OUTLIVE

SURVIVE TILL YOU ARE RESCUED
After a nuclear apocalypse, you
fight as one of four tribes for
the chance to be rescued by
Convoy, a secret organization;
to be saved, however, you must
be worthy and to prove yourself
worthy you need to send out
scouts, collect resources and
repair your shelter, must collect
food to feed your tribe and repair equipment to survive deadly threats from events. You have

www.gamesjournal.at

a personal shelter board and
four heroes of varying strength
levels; there is also a main board
for locations and resources as
well as the Convoy board for
events and radioactivity.
In six turns = six days of three
phases each you replenish resources on the main board in
the Dawn phase. In the Day
phase, you place heroes at four
separate locations for location-

an Origami, you display it and
pay the cost of this origami by
discarding Origamis from your
hand with the exact number of
folds. The Origami you played
goes on one of your two collections as the top card; you have
to stack the cards in a way that
the names and card information
for all cards underneath is still
visible and there can never be
a difference of more than once
card in the number of cards in
your two collections. The effect
of an Origami is either an instant
effect or an effect that applies in
the final scoring or a special action that you can use once per
turn, beginning with the next
turn. After the stack has been
played twice, you have one last
turn and then you add the values of your Origamis plus points
from scoring effects.
A very attractive game due to
the very beautiful origami animal illustrations; the rules are
simple and card effects introduce tactics! þ

INFORMATION

related actions; the number of
actions for a hero is equal as his
strength. In the Night phase you
can resolve one of the currently
active events by discarding of
resources and manage your
shelter by feeding survivors, recruiting of new tribe members,
managing radioactivity, repairing of equipment and setting
up of new rooms. All those activities earn you survival points.
An interesting mechanism detail are the special abilities for
heroes, that are tied to rooms of
the shelter; also noticeable are
somewhat illogical mechanisms
that do not really match the
game topic, for instance for the
use of resources or the use of
ammunition and most weapons
for defense or hunting purposes
only. If you meet an activated
opposing hero, you can put
pressure on him, he can fend
this off by discarding resources
equal to the strength difference.
All in all, a dense and interesting
game to play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Christian Giove
Artist: Francesco Perticaroli
Price: ca. 11 Euro
Publisher: dV Giochi 2017
www.dvgiochi.com

EVALUATION
Cards, sets, collecting
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Rare topic * Origami
animals for illustrations *
Simple rules
Compares to:
Set collecting games with
card effects
Other editions:
dV Editrice (it), Rebel (pl, announced)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Grégory Oliver
Artist: Miguel Coimbra
Price: ca. 48 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Worker placement, survival
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr it jp
pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Dystopia without Zombies
etc. * Topic seems somewhat forced sometimes *
Challenging mechanism
details
Compares to:
Worker placement games with
dystopic topics
Other editions:
La Boîte de Jeu (fr), Blackrock Exports
(en), Raven Distribution (it), Albi (cz),
Arclight (jp), Rebel (pl), Last Level (es),
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PRESENTATION

u PAARANOIA / PELOPONNES

PAARANOIA

TAKING CARDS AT YOUR RISK
There are 55 cards in Paaranoia,
numbered from1 to 10 - 1x1,
2x2, 3x3 etc. Five cards are set
aside face-down, and you are
dealt one open card to begin
your display. The active player
takes a card or passes; if you take
a card you add it to your display
in case of a new value. If the card
has a value that is already in
your display, you have formed
a pair. In this case, or if you de-

8

cided to pass, the round ends
and you score penalty points: In
case of a pair you take one of the
two cards in the pair; in case of
passing you receive the lowest
card in all the other displays on
the table. Cards thus received
form your personal penalty
stack. Then all players discard
their display and are dealt a new
open-faced card. If you exceed
the limit of penalty points in re-

PELOPONNES

HEROES AND COLONIES
In Peloponnes, players are
tasked with developing one of
seven ancient civilizations in
eight rounds. To achieve this,
you must acquire new land
and construct new buildings.
This in turn causes enhancement of population, of luxury,
wealth and power. You win, if
you manage the best-balanced
relation of population, estates
and buildings. A round in the

26

game comprises revealing of
tiles, placing bids, adjusting
turn order, taking possession of
tiles, adapting population levels,
gaining income and revealing
catastrophe tokens.
In Heroes and Colonies, the
founding of colonies by ancient
Greece results in individual advantages and disadvantages for
other civilizations. You construct
buildings, acquire new land and
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lation to the number of players,
you lose - in case of 31 points
with two players, 21 with three,
16 with four, 13 with five and 11
with six or more players.
In the version Viel hilft viel you
try to achieve the highest possible total in your display before
you form a pair and must quit
the game. Eine Runde ausgeben
is played over only one round;
in case of pair or pass - for which
you select a card from the display - only you discard your display; the others continue, and
you receive a new card in your
next turn. In Gib Acht, you can, in
case of an Eight in your display,
decide to discard it and to receive two cards. In Fiese Sieben,
you are given one more card if
you receive a Seven.
Cute, funny, irritating, thrilling
and of course rather chancedriven; card memory is of limited help only, as you do not
know which cards were set
aside. þ

INFORMATION

use the advantages of your hero
- a randomly assigned one out
of ten. Persians and other civilizations pose threats that need
to be mastered. Strength is a
new hero ability; the rules of the
core game apply with several
changes - you draw three instead of two catastrophe chips
at the end of the round. Other
changes relate to strength, internal conflict, Persians and mercenaries. Sykion is a new civilization. In the version Negotiation
Round, you bid coins at the start
of the game to swap colony or
hero with another player.
This expansion needs the core
game to play and allows eight
players when used with the
Peloponnes Box; you can also
play colonies alone without using heroes or invasion- All in all
an interesting upgrade for Peloponnes, with many new features - individual player boards,
Persians as joint enemy that all
must fight and the internal conflict with a bonus given by the
weakest player to the strongest
player. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-8

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: J. Ernest, P. Peterson
Artist: Markus Wagner
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2017
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Risk or stop
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Pairs, Truant
Verlag * Includes four variants * Some of the variants
can be combined * Lots of
fun with a bit of irritation
Compares to:
Pairs and Risk-or-Stop games
Other editions:
Cheapass Games (en), Superlude (fr),
Ten Days Games (jp),

PLAYERS:

2-5/8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Bernd Eisenstein
Artist: Matthias Catrein
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Irongames 2017
www.irongames.de

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Upgrade for the core game
* More rules, new catastrophe etc. * Core game
needed to play
Compares to:
Peloponnes
Other editions:
Currently none
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PERFEKTION / PIT CREW t

PERFEKTION

NURSERY FIXTURE

Players are tasked with sorting
shapes into recesses within a
time frame. A board with a timer
has recesses for 25 geometric
shapes in a 5x5 grid on a socalled Plop Plate, which pops up
when the time runs out.
The active player shuffles the
shapes and sets them out with
the handles pointing upwards.
The switch on the board is
turned to “Stop”, the mechanical

5
timer is turned to Zero and the
Plop Plate is pressed down. Then
you turn the switch to „start“
and the active player places the
shapes into the corresponding
recesses while the timer counts
down the seconds. When the
60 seconds on the timer have
run out, before you have placed
all shapes, the Plop Plate is triggered; it pops up and ejects all
shapes in the plate. If, however,

PIT CREW

UNSUNG HEROES OF RACING
In two or three teams, with one
to three players per crew, you
need to refuel your car, change
tires and fine-tune your engine
to have the car back out on the
track as soon as possible, while
achieving a balance between
perfect execution and getting
the car out fast.
Crew members sit next to
each other; each crew has a
set of components; the Mon-

www.gamesjournal.at
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key Wrench cards are stacked
face-down. Then you draw
face-down cards for your crew
and distribute them evenly between your team members. On
a signal, all take up their cards
after this preparation phase and
place cards, as fast as they can,
at corresponding positions on
their car mat (ex tires, fuel tank,
engine and discard pile, with
different values at positions in

you manage to place all shapes
in their recesses before the
timer has run out and the plate
pops up, you have won. You
quickly turn the switch to “stop”
and make a note of the time at
which the timer stopped. If you
play alone, you can now try to
undercut your own time. If you
play with others, all of them in
turn must now try to undercut
your time in order to win.
Perfektion is one of those returning bestsellers in today’s Hasbro
range and that of the predecessors, for instance Lakeside
Games or MB Games, and also
in German or Dutch editions;
the game is re-published again
and again in varying designs;
this edition, for instance, has an
integrated facility for storing the
shapes. For this game, the motto “old, but good” is absolutely
true; the game is perfect practice for recognizing geometric
shapes, for hand-eye coordination and motor skill þ

INFORMATION

relation to the round) to meet
the demand of the respective
positions; you can refill your
hand from the crew deck. When
final cards are at all positions, a
crew can take a die and move
the crew car on the track for
each six that you roll. There is
one die less than there are players. When a crew cannot take a
die, the racing phase starts immediately - each crew checks
the card display on the car mat
- for mistakes, opposing cars get
to move, and your own moves
if you earn a bonus for a perfect position. At the end of the
round, each crew receives one
Monkey Wrench card, which is
kept and can be used in every
round.
After three rounds, you win if
your car did most laps, or, in case
of a tie, if it is in first position.
A very attractive and highly recommended mix of cooperation
and competition, using an innovative variant of the car-racing
topic. Speed and planning are
on demand, you want to grab a
die, after all! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1+

5+

TIME:

1

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2017
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Shape placement
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr gr nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
ca. 1975 * Trains shape
recognition, hand-eyecoordination, motor skills
* Sturdy components * No
batteries needed
Compares to:
Shape sorting games
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en, 2017), since 1975
there were numerous other editions
in English, German or Dutch

PLAYERS:

2-9

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Geoff Engelstein
Artist: Bill Bricker
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Stronghold Games 2017
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Car racing, card placement
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Works well with any
number of plyers * Quickly
explained and quickly
played * Level of difficulty
is variable, too * (c) Image
Bill Kunes
Compares to:
Car racing games for topic, otherwise
cooperative card placement
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u RIGA / RISING 5

RIGA

MARKETS IN THE BALTIC
You represent your family and
need to develop the Baltic market from Riga; every year, goods
are delivered from Lübeck and
you sell them - Cloth, Glass,
Wine and Grain - in the neighboring harbors of Visby, Tallinn,
Riga and Danzig and set up
buildings there.
Goods and buildings are stacked
separately; you draw cards to a
value of 6; then you draw two

face-down buildings, select one
and discard the other. If you use
the Riga cards, each player gets
one set of Monastery, School,
Storehouse and Exchange, they
are not hand cards!
Rounds of the game represent
years: Spring for supplies; goods
cards are displayed in rows and
the building display is adapted
and replenished; Summer - one
turn per player in clockwise di-

RISING 5

HELDEN VON ASTEROS
Monsters threaten Asteros. Five
heroes, the Rising 5, want to ban
them again. Players place four
of seven rune tiles as a first Code
on the Rune Gate, the other
runes are on the rune track. App
or game master generate a code
of four runes. Seven astrological
symbols correlate to the runes;
correlations are different in each
game. In the Gate action, App
or game master use the illumi-

28

10
nation status of the symbols
to give information, if a rune is
part of the code and in the correct position or not. During the
game, players need to find out
the rune/symbol combinations
and then deduct the code.
The active player resolves phases: 1. Hero Action - either select
a character and resolve his action (change rune display, do
action of another hero, move

ISSUE 516 / MARCH 2018

rection; Autumn - one turn per
player in counter-clockwise
direction; Winter - checking of
hand card limit and change of
starting player.
A player turn comprises taking
cards - either one row of goods
or one building - and building
of up to three buildings, which
can be Riga buildings; you can
also use the effect of buildings
previously built. You pay building costs with goods from your
hand, the value of goods changes with the location. Surplus
amounts are forfeit, there is no
change; and you cannot transfer
a surplus from one building to a
second one build afterwards.
Constructed buildings score victory points after eight or nine
years, building still in hand and
Riga buildings not built cause
penalty points.
Definitely a harmonious and
well-working continuation of
the series after Visby and Tallinn, with lots of game depth
and tactic with few components
and rules. It is important, which
buildings you build in which order. þ

INFORMATION

moon ring backwards, fight a
monster or move another character) and then do an action for
each hero card laid out - or pass.
2. Resolve a Blood Moon Crisis,
if applicable - The moon ring
is advances according to visible red dots on displayed monsters; when the ring reaches the
moon, the game is lost for all. 3.
Draw hero cards. Action options
are Move, Encounter with monster, helper or artifact or Gate. If
you can open the gate with the
correct code, all players have
won together.
The core of the game is the
code
question/information
mechanisms á la Mastermind;
the other elements of the game
only serve to achieve the correct status to put a question to
get information or to change
the runes at the gate to prepare
the next question. The fighting of monsters and drawing of
cards introduces chance for an
interesting mix of luck and deduction for families with a bit of
gaming experience. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

50+

Designer: Stefan Risthaus
Artist: Fiore GmbH, Stefan Malz
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Ostia Spiele 2017
www.ostia-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cards, goods, buildings
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
3rd part of the Baltic/Hanse
series
Compares to:
Building construction
via cards from hand and
display
(c) Image Ann Th.
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Gary Kim, Evan Song
Artist: Vincent Dutrait
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Portal Games 2017
www.portalgames.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, deduction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en kr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Ice mix of luck and deduction * Chance element can
result in unbalancing the
game * Family game, some
experience necessary *
Cute graphic design
Compares to:
Mastermind for Code information
Other editions:
Broadway Toys (cn), Grey Fox (en),
Mandoo/Holy Grail (en kr), Portal (pl)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

RUNEWARS MINIATURENSPIEL / SAKURA t

RUNEWARS MINIATURENSPIEL

BATTLES OF TERRINOTH
Armies of soldiers and fantasy
creatures in epic battles on Terrinoth - the dark Baron Waiquar
and his armies of Undead versus
the warriors and golems of the
Lords of Daqan. Over maximum
eight rounds, both sides want
to eliminate the biggest possible part of the opposing army.
If, however, you manage to destroy all opposing units, you win
instantly.

Each of the eight rounds in a
battle comprises several phases:
1- Command phase - determine
strategy and select units for deployment - each unit has varying abilities; the deployment
and use for the round selected
by setting the action wheel and
the modifier wheel accordingly;
actions are move & maneuver,
new formation, attack in near or
far range; assemble and ability

SAKURA

TACTICS TO WIN THE FAVOR OF THE GODDESS
It’s the time when the cherry
trees blossom time in Japan,
a time to be thought a time of
renewal - the Goddess of Fujiyama, Konohana Sakura Hime,
renews the fallen blossoms of
last year. Players want to discard
cards without taking a trick and
thus win the favor of the goddess.
52 cards in 4 colors have values
1 to13; in case of 2-3-4-5-6 play-

www.gamesjournal.at

10

ers in the game, you are dealt
14-12-10-8-6 cards; two cards
are laid out to the left and right
of the Yin-Yang card, the rest is
set aside. Five characters are on
display, the rest is stacked facedown.
In your turn, you play one card
on each of the stacks, of the
same color and of higher or lower value, as demanded by the
orientation of the Yin-Yang card.

There are modifiers for movement, improvement, bonus action and defense. 2. Activation
- units are activated in order
of their initiative; the settings
of the command board are revealed and the select action and
modifier are resolved, including
movement and attack. 3. End
phase - you throw the marker
from the Mana stock; they represent five kinds of magic, in instable, stable and natural form;
the value of a type of magic is
equal to the number of active
runes in Mana stock.
Additional rules for a regular,
non-introductory battle relate
to deployment and target cards
- they determine prerequisites
and goals for a battle, one card
of each type is chosen at the
start - as well as for use of terrain, assembling of armies and
calculation of victory points.
Harmonious, opulent and very
attractive components provide
an epic battle experience with
a well-balanced mix of strategy,
tactic and luck of dice. þ

INFORMATION

If you play the same value, the
color of the card is irrelevant If
you cannot play a suitable card
or do not want to play a card,
you take the respective stack
and the related number of coins
as indicated on the cards. With
those coins, you can hire a character from the display - the costs
depend on the position of the
card in the display - and use it
immediately and then discard it;
the display is replenished from
the stack. You can also opt to
pay six coins to renew the complete display of character cards
and then use one of the new
characters. When all players are
down to two cards, you count
the shuriken stars on your cards
and, after three rounds, you win
with fewest shuriken points.
First of all, Sakura is a very beautiful game with enchanting
graphic design! The mechanism
of the game is familiar and standard, but nicely varied; the characters balance the luck of the
draw and introduce additional
tactics. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Andrew Fischer
Artist: Chris Beck und Team
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publisher: FFG/Asmodee 2017
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, miniatures, tabletop
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sumptuous components
* Assembly necessary for
miniatures * Rather complex rules * Introductory
battle recommended for
beginners
Compares to:
Tabletops with miniatures, other
games on Runewars/Terrinoth
Other editions:
Asterion Press (it), Edge Entertainment (fr), Fantasy Flight Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Csaba Hegedüs
Artist: A. Szögyi, G. Pozsgay
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: A-games 2017
www.a-games.hu

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr hu
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful graphics *
Standard core mechanism
* “need not” rule not explicitly mentioned
Compares to:
Uno, Mau Mau and other
shed-cards-on-a-stack games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SAMHAIN / SCYTHE

SAMHAIN

HELP OF THE GODS AND RESOURCES
Romans are about to invade the
Celtic heartland; at Samhain, the
tribes gather and ask the Gods
for help. The leader of the strongest clan will lead all clans!
Temple and action cards are laid
out as village; you begin with a
clan and 2 each of wood, gold
and stone as Roman Resources.
In turn, all placers place clan
members on cards, for Devotion
power. 6-5-4 rounds in case of

2-3-4 players comprise action
and end-of-round. In the ACTION PHASE you have one action;
Movement + activation or clan
expansion or pass. In case of
activation, you select a nonexhausted clan member, can
move it to an adjacent action
card and then resolve the sun
or moon action of the card, depending on the current round

SCYTHE

KOLOSSE DER LÜFTE
In an alternate reality of the
1920ties after the war, the capitalistic city state „The Factory“
has closed down; leaders from
five nations want to occupy the
land and establish their leading
role in Eastern Europe. You build
up infrastructure, explore the
land and usually end up with
encounters on the battle fields,
all for having most money at the
end of the game. Success in de-

30

velopments, Mechs, buildings,
recruits, workers, task cards,
battle, prestige and power earn
you stars; if you own six stars,
you end the game and you earn
money for stars, regions and resources in relation to your prestige, as well as bonuses from
buildings.
In Kolosse der Lüfte, they have
invented air travel, and there are
tentative beginnings of peace
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number; then all other player
do this. If you cannot resolve
the action, you take a Will-owisp token. For Clan expansion,
you place a clan member into
the village and pay motivation
points; those are acquired via
resources from actions. If a clan
member dies, you place it first
into the grave yard and then
back into your stock. When the
last Will-o-wisp token is taken,
a special action is triggered;
items that you receive from actions give you special actions.
In the END-OF-ROUND PHASE,
you score victory points, move
the round marker, hand on the
starting player marker and reactivate clan members and items.
After 4, 5 o 6 rounds you score
points for your non-Roman resources and lose one point for
each Roman resource you used
and for each Will-o-wisp token
you own.
An interesting mix of resources
management and worker placement, with easy-to-implement
strategies based on the village
display; quickly learned and offering lots of interaction. þ

INFORMATION

efforts. In the Luftschiff module, airships are a new type of
units, commanding either two
randomly drawn abilities for all
airships or one individual offensive and passive ability tile
for each individual airship; airships cannot dominate a region
and are moved with a movement action, rivers and lakes
are no obstacle for airships. The
Endbedingungs-Module varies
the game-end condition; a tile is
drawn and can also, for instance
allow placement of stars on goal
cards, tiles etc. or allow coin actions. As alternative, you can
select such an end-game condition tile.
As for the core game, there are
also rules for a solitaire game
for this expansion, featuring Automa, the artificial intelligence,
as the opponent.
This second expansion for
Scythe enhances the game with
only two rules, without fundamentally changing it - the airships provide support for the
other features and facilitate
movement in the game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

60+

Designer: M. and A. Chiabotto
Artist: Fabio Porfidio
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Giochix 2017
www.giochix.it

EVALUATION
Worker placement, movement, resources
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en it de fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Variable village display *
Varying strategies * Lots of
interaction * A bit abstract
despite the topic
Compares to:
Resources management by worker
placement and actions
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-7

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer:
Artist: Jakub Rozalski
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2017
www.feuerland-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr hu
it pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
No fundamental change
to the core game * Very
few new rules * Facilitates
movement of units and
resources * (c) Image Henk
Rolleman
Compares to:
Scythe
Other editions:
Crowd Games (ru), Delta Vision (hu),
Ghenos (it), Maldito (es), Matagot
(fr), Playfun Games (cn), Stonemaier
Games (en),

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

SOLARIS / STELLIUM t

SOLARIS

COLLECT AND TRANSFER ENERGY
A Solaris as an energy station
in orbit around a sun and transfers energy via laser to Earth. To
keep crew and installations of
the station safe from radiation,
the station rotates and therefore always only one segment is
facing the sun and can be used.
Collectors collect energy in lasers, which then transfer energy
to earth.
Each round, one station is acti-

vated, and players select one of
five action options, player order
is determined by players’ energy
amounts in descending order.
Actions are: Replenish energy;
relocate energy, using cards in
the color of an energy bridge
adjacent to the active station;
exchange card; pass; or station
actions: At the Engine Deck, you
use energy to increase energy
at another station: in Headquar-

STELLIUM

CONSTELLATIONS IN GALAXIES
Marbles represent astral bodies,
which are placed on discs = galaxies on the board = universe to
form constellation depicted on
target cards to acquire the cards
for victory points. One marble
per color is placed on the starting positions of each galaxy;
target cards are displayed, and
each player selects a target card.
You draw a marble, place it in
one of the galaxies and resolve

www.gamesjournal.at
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the effect: Permutation for Green
= Planet: You swap another
planet with any other marble.
Collision for Blue = Comet; a
comet relocates another marble
and is placed in the vacated
spot; you cannot put a comet in
an empty spot. Rotation for Yellow = Star, you rotate the galaxy
as far as you want, albeit not 360
degrees. Attraction for Red = Supernova; a supernova activates

ters, you receive cards; in the
Biotope, you spend energy to
redistribute remaining energy;
at the Shuttle Port, you can dock
on shuttle at the station for each
energy you spend. In the Canteen, you draw one card from
any player for each energy you
spend; and in the Energy Cell
you can spend energy to transfer energy from a station with
shuttle to the Laser. If someone
has seven or more energy at the
Laser, you win with most energy
at the Laser.
The game includes rules for variants: Time Game is played over
four rounds only. Layout Change
uses random or player-determined arrangement of stations,
the energy cell is activated last.
Solaris is a very beautifully designed game, but the fun in
playing it relates to the player
type - if you like action and interaction, you will be disappointed;
if you’d rather play a rather monotonous game with tactic and
little tension, you will want to
play Solaris again. þ

INFORMATION

a Black Hole, which attracts
another marble, but never the
Supernova itself. Instead of using the effect of the marble, you
can use one of your influence
tokens to do the action of one
color with a marble of another
color. To complete your turn,
you select a target card. Marbles
in constellations used to complete a target card are put into
the bag, all but one. If someone
tops the score limit or the target
cards are used, you have one
more turn and win with most
points from completed targets,
unused influence tokens and
color bonuses for completed
targets.
A challenging detail in this very
good family game: Components
are part of the mechanism; each
marble color feels different to
the touch; thus, with dexterity
and later in the game memory
for marbles put back into the
bag you can acquire the marble
needed to complete a constellation. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: B. and W. Ditt
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 24 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2017
www.queen-games.de

EVALUATION
place, collect
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Uniform game flow *
Tactic necessary * Not very
thrilling * Often only one
possible action * Luckdependent via cards
Compares to:
Resources management
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Rémi Saunier
Artist: Aurélie Guarino
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Ankama 2017
www.ankama.com

EVALUATION
Placement, pattern formation
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en es fr ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
High quality, beautiful
components * Marbles
selectable in a limited way
* Memorizing used marbles
can help
Compares to:
Pattern formation games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SWEET HONEY, BEE MINE! / THE MIND

SWEET HONEY, BEE MINE!

BEES CAN BE RISKY!

Ten types of honey bees fly
around, their honey is coveted,
but bees fight back!
You begin with a Summary card
and 15 Honey discs and have a
hand of five Bee cards. All play a
card simultaneously; the highest number decides the starting
player; cards remain in front of
players and represent the first
sting by that type of bee.
You play a card face-down,

8
place 1-3 honey discs on it, hand
all to the left and draw a card.
The recipient can, depending
on the value hint on the back,
decide to capture: You turn the
card over - if you do not have
that type of bee on display, you
take the honey discs on the card
and add the card to your display. But if you have that type of
bee already in your display, you
have been stung twice and are

THE MIND

SHED CARDS BY INTUITION
Players as a team hold cards for
a number of lives and shuriken
stars. 100 cards of values 1 to
100 are shuffled; for level 1, each
player is dealt one card. For each
consecutive level - 8 to 12, depending on the number of players - all cards are reshuffled, and
you are dealt cards equal to the
current level number.
For each level, all cards of all
players must be stacked openly

32

8

on one stack in ascending consecutive order. There is no turn
order, you play a card whenever
you want to, but always your
currently lowest, and any communication among players is
strictly forbidden.
For a successful completion
of levels 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9, the
team receives one shuriken
from stock; there is a limit to
the number the team can hold
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knocked out of the round - you
pay honey discs equal to the
card value to the bank and the
honey discs on the card goes
back to the player who led the
card. Instead of capturing you
have the option to pass; but his
costs honey, too - you put the
same number of honey discs on
the card that are already there
and pass the card and the discs
to the next player. If the card returns to who led it, this player
must capture. When all players
but one have been knocked
out or the total of card values
in front of a player is higher
than 35 or a player has captured
three types of bees in the range
1 to 5, the game ends and you
win with most honey discs. You
can also play several rounds and
add up the scores.
The game offers a cute topic for
nicely working family entertainment, using a familiar, standard
mechanism - you may avoid risk,
but raise the available value for
the next player. þ

INFORMATION

at any time. Those shuriken can
be used to get rid of unwanted
cards - by raising your hand you
demand the use of a shuriken;
when all agree, the shuriken is
discarded, and each player sets
aside his lowest card in hand
openly. If you play a number
card and someone holds a lower card, this player must stop the
game - the team discards a life
and all cards in hand that are
lower than the one that was last
played, are set aside. Then you
continue, not restart, the level!
The rules explicitly state concentration as an essential element of the tame; at the start,
and anytime after announcing
“stop”, all put their hand on the
table, concentrate, remove the
hand and continue play.
Good guesses, flair for timing
and a bit of luck - despite the
ban on communication. The
Mind is a thrilling challenge that
works and is lots of fun! What
does the hesitation of my left
neighbor mean? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Katsuya Kitano
Artist: Satoshi Jimbo
Price: ca. 16 Euro
Publisher: New Board Game Party 2017
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Risk, value raise
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Manga-style
design * Good family game
Compares to:
Geschenkt and other
games with value raise by
passing
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: nsv Nürnberger 2018
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Stack cards correctly
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Idiosyncratic rules * Needs
flair for “timing” and
“subconscious” signals *
Works despite ban on communication
Compares to:
First game of this kind, card shedding
in general
Other editions:
White Goblin Games (nl)
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PRESENTATION

TICKET TO MARS / TREACHERY IN A POCKET t

TICKET TO MARS

ESCAPE DESTRUCTION
Earth is about to be destroyed
and only a few people will be
able to get hold of a ticket to
escape the destruction. You are
a member of a mega conglomeration and must meet secret
objectives.
You begin with a deck of five
action cards; six objective cards
each for Pairs, Occupancy and
Character are stacked facedown and your scoring marker

8
begins at the Zero position.
You begin by drawing one card
from each of the three objective stacks. In a round, you select one of your action cards in
hand, resolve it and then discard
it. The options are: Get on Board
- you place a crew tile on a free
spot in any of the space ships on
the board (2x in your deck); Get
off - Remove a crew tile from a
space ship on the board and put

TREACHERY IN A POCKET

INTRIGUES AND RANKS
Noble families in medieval
times, or in early Renaissance,
somewhere in Europe, are involved in the ups and downs of
rivalry and intrigues for rank, position and power. Noble members of the four houses are laid
out in rows; those rows represent levels of power, the higher
a noble the more powerful. Each
player has a secret Agenda to
put one house in the top posi-
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tion and to put another one as
low down as possible.
The eight nobles - two per
house - in the game are, at the
start, arranged randomly in
two rows, with one noble per
house in each of the rows. The
two rows are separated by two
neutral hero cards. Each player
is dealt a Hidden Agenda card
with Family Symbols for “Up”
and “Down”, and one of 14 ac-

the tile into stock; Move - Take
a crew tile off one of the space
ships and put it into a free spot
in another space ship; Countdown - Move the Countdown
Marker by one step and take all
your used action cards back up
in hand.
When the Countdown Marker
arrives at Zero, the round ends
and you score victory points
for completed objectives. Pairs:
For each pair depicted on the
card that is in the same ship;
Occupancy: Correct number of
passengers in a ship according
to the card, can be more children than adults or vice versa;
Character: For each crew tile in
a space ship corresponding to
the crew members depicted on
the card. After a pre-selected
number of rounds, you win with
most points.
Easy to learn, easy to play, nice
design ... but the topic does not
really come across well, the end
of the game is not clearly stated
and nice ideas in the mechanics
are not fully developed. þ

INFORMATION

tion cards; one action card is
displayed open-faced.
The active player selects one of
four action groups - offered by
his card in hand or the card on
display - and resolves it: Move
- move a character to another
row; Attack - wound a character; if this character is already
wounded, he is now dead and
his ability is resolved; if he is
unwounded, his card is turned
over to the “wounded” side. Heal
- A wounded character is turned
back to the “unwounded” side.
Some action groups come with
several part actions; if you cannot resolve all of them, you must
select another group. When no
group can be selected, or two
characters are dead, you score
your Hidden Agenda Card for
position and deduct points for
dead and wounded characters.
A very nice micro game - few
components and few rules offer some strategy and a bit more
tactics - a game for those who
like a bit of challenge in a filler
game, too þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-5

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Eugeni Castaño
Artist: Siscu Bellido
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: GDM Games 2017
www.gdmgames.com

EVALUATION
Placement, cards
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Rules partly unclear * Nice
design * Easy to learn *
Hard to plan
Compares to:
Placement with parameters
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Christian Giove
Artist: Gong Studios
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Artipia Games 2017
www.artipia-games.com

EVALUATION
Cards, shunting, manipulation
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Standard topic
Compares to:
Games with shunting cards
for positions
Ambitious with few rules
and few components
Some strategy, a bit more tactics
Lots of interaction
Other editions:
Currently none
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u TROLL & DRAGON / TSCHU-TSCHU, KLEINE EISENBAHN

TROLL & DRAGON

DIAMONDS AND GOLD FOR THE KING
As adventurers we collect diamonds and gold nuggets demanded by the king, from the
two treasure chambers, threatened by Dragon and Troll. The
Hand of the Troll is set out, and
each player has an Adventurer’s
Bag board. A player turn consists of the phases Diamond
Grotto and Treasure Cavern.
At the start of your turn you roll
the four dice for the Diamond

7

Grotto: You take a diamond for
each diamond symbol, set aside
a troll result, and can set door or
key aside or re-roll them. Troll
results and set-aside dice are
blocked dice. You can terminate
your turn at any time and thus
secure collected diamonds. If all
your dice are blocked, you lose
the diamonds of the current
round to the troll and your turn
ends.

TSCHU-TSCHU, KLEINE EISENBAHN

YELLOW TICKET FOR THE ZOO
Passengers wait on four platforms for transport to stations;
each player has a station marker
of one color - Ice Cream Parlor
green, Outdoor Pool in blue,
Playground in red or Zoo in yellow. The board is assembled,
and the switches are placed in
a way that they block one track
and leave the other one open.
The passenger tiles om several
sizes show ticket symbols in

34
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varying colors, and you stack six
of them on each platform.
The active player rolls the switch
die and changes the switch.
Then you move the train to the
next platform. When the top
passenger tile shows a ticket in
your station color, you place the
ticket in the train, take it to the
station and deposit it there. If
the passenger tile only shows
tickets in other colors than your

ISSUE 516 / MARCH 2018

If you have both key and door in
your dice results, you can enter
the Treasure Cavern, where you
roll the Treasure Cavern dice
as quickly as possible, while all
other players take turns to roll
two dragon dice. For each gold
nugget symbol, you take a nugget and can again stop and secure your treasures at any time.
But when the others manage a
result of two dragons, the dragon wakes up, and all treasures
you collected in this round and
eventual diamonds on the troll
hand are distributed among the
dragon players.
When one or both chambers are
empty, each diamond is worth
one point and each nugget
three points, you win with most
points.
Troll & Dragon is part of a new series of children games from Iello
under the LOKI label, it is as attractive as all games from Iello!
The basic mechanism is familiar,
the details are nice and all in all
the game is fun and a good start
for the series. þ

INFORMATION

own, you select one and take
the tile to this station. If there is
no tile on the platform, the train
stops, and your turn ends. When
all passenger tiles have been
taken to stations, that is, all platforms are empty, all players take
their tiles from their stations and
lay them out in a line, with all
passengers on their feet. Whoever has the longest line, wins.
In variants, you can change any
switch or any number of switches to reach a platform of your
choice, or you stack the passenger tiles face-down.
Logistics in enchanting disguise
for our youngest ones - a handy
train, a marvelous, stable board
and so many things to discover
and learn - colors, the function
of switches, correct alignment
of passengers - and all this while
having lots of fun in moving
the train along the tracks! And
if you have to select a station,
you have even a touch of first
tactics! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Alexandre Emerit
Artist: Paul Mafayon
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Loki/Iello 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Risk/stop, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Part of the new LOKI
series from Iello * Standard
basic mechanism# * Nice
topic for kids * Very classy
components
Compares to:
All games with risk or stop mechanisms
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

3+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Felix Beukemann
Artist: Katharina Wieker
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Transport, railway
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting components
* Simple rules * Lots of
educational content * Lots
of fun to play
Compares to:
Simple transport games
using a color mechanism
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at
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TURMBAUER VON BABYLON / VIKINGS GONE WILD! t

TURMBAUER VON BABYLON

BRIDGES, TOWERS AND NOBLEMEN
Building in Babylon, with towers, bridges and nobles. In the
tactical game, all players together construct one connected
building and score for majorities
of nobles on levels.
In a turn, you place any 4 or 5
pieces in any order; bridges not
directly on top of each other,
towers and bridges are placed
on bridges in the middle or directly at the end. Nobles can

only be placed on towers; one
big or two small ones of varying
color per tower. If you can do a
turn, you must do it; if you cannot to a turn, or if you have used
up all your nobles, the game is
scores: For each level, on which
you have the sole majority
of nobles, you score the level
height; each bridge you did not
place, scores one penalty point.
In the fast game, each player

VIKINGS GONE WILD!

I AM THE GREATEST CHIEF!
Vikings have gone crazy! Clan
chiefs want to prove to the gods
who is the greatest chief, they
fight each other and want to
collect victory points. Those can
be won by attacking other clans,
successfully defending your
clan, upgrading the Town Hall
and completion of missions, always remembering to balance
investments into your economy
and strengthening your army.

www.gamesjournal.at

Players begin with two randomly drawn mission cards of value
One, displayed on their board,
and a well shuffled starting deck
of 6 Beer cards, 2 Gold cards and
2 Viking Warrior cards.
In Phase I of the round you produce gold and beer. In Phase II
you draw five cards from your
deck + one card per Tavern that
you have constructed; the Drakkar allows you to additionally

builds a building together with
his left and his right neighbor;
as in the tactical variant, you
have a given number of towers
and bridges and all your nobles.
You try to place your nobles as
high as you can. In this version,
building pieces that fall off are
set aside and score penalty
points at the end; if you cause
an opposing noble to fall, you
are out of the round. If someone
has places all his nobles or cannot do a turn, you score the level
height for each noble alone on a
tower with no other big one in
the building and with at a noble
of another color in the building.
The smaller total of a player is his
scoring total for the round; the
highest of those totals wins the
round. More variants are listed.
A highly tactical, strategic and
abstract game, and a hectic one
in the fast version - a thrilling,
challenging building that is also
good for families with a bit of
gaming practice. þ

INFORMATION

keep one card from the previous round. In Phase III you can
do any number of actions in any
order of your choice, the only
limit are available resources
needed for actions. Action options are: Buy cards or building,
upgrade Town Hall, Attack - always only an opposing building;
complete a mission or exchange
resources. In Phase IV you put
resources in storage, and Phase
5 is the end-of-round clean-up
phase. Points are scored from
attacks, defense, Town Hall and
completed missions. If someone
reaches or tops the victory point
goal, depending on the number of players, bonuses can be
scored from four bonus cards on
display and then you win with
most victory points.
A cute topic, perfectly supplemented by great graphics, and
somehow you behave like a
Viking - you grab loot, yes, upgrading your deck, that is, but
you also fight, meaning lots of
interaction, using lots of diverse
strategies and have a lot of fun!
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Channing Jones
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Mücke Spiele 2017
www.mucke-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Place, build, majorities
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Abstract strategic/tactical
game * Pieces not 100%
stable * Many variants *
Also, good family game
Compares to:
Torres and other games
about positions on levels
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

70+

Designer: Julian Vergonjeanne
Artist: Mateusz Komada und Team
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Corax Games 2017
www.corax-games.com

EVALUATION
Deck building, bluff
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very nice graphic implementation of the topic *
Easily accessible * Lots of
interaction and fun * Various strategies
Compares to:
Deck building games with interaction
Other editions:
Games Factory (pl), Lucky Duck
Games (en fr), Last Level (es)
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GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

EXIT - DAS SPIEL DER VERSUNKENE SCHATZ
Publisher: Kosmos
Designers: Inka and Markus Brand

FIRST CLASS F

KING OF TOKYO HALLOWEEN

Publisher: Hans im Glück 2017
Designer: Helmut Ohley

Publisher: Iello
Designer: Richard Garfield

8

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
get free within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving
puzzles for keys or codes for number locks. Depending on the
topic you need to solve additional tasks. With a decoder disc, a
book and an image of a room, showing items with symbols, as
well as the components of the game - which can only be used
for one game - you need to find the solution. In the new system
of difficulty levels, “Der versunkene Schatz” represents the “Level
Einsteiger”. Players are searching for the legendary treasure of
the Santa Maria and find themselves locked underwater in the
wreck. Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You use two out of five modules and the core game. In six rounds
18 cards are displayed. In a round you take one action card from
the display in turn and perform the action – take car or upgrade
car, move conductor or engine, expand track, take orders or endof-game cards or starting player marker, etc. After two rounds
you score bonuses for track and points for trains and after a scoring of coins and end-of-game card you win with most points.
The mini expansion Modul F - Lager und Fabrik introduces 24
module cards in three stack colors plus one card Tool Box /
Werkzeugkasten; Storage gives something useful, factories help
in car upgrade. Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a monster you want to conquer Tokyo and win as last monster
standing or with 20 victory points. Your current dice result is scored
for energy lumps, live points and damage to monsters elsewhere. If
Tokyo is empty, go go there. With energy lumps you buy cards for
effects. If you take damage in Tokyo, you can leave. Tokyo as location influences damage for other monsters, your own healing and
victory points. With 0 live points, you drop out of the game.
Halloween introduces two new monsters - Boogie Woogie and
Pumpkin Jack with all their components and with evolution cards
as well as Costume cards as new power cards and Gift Evolutions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it jp pt ro * In-game text: yes

Live Escape Room Game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Supplement for First Class for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Supplement for King of Tokyo for 2-6 players, ages 8+

MANIMALS STUTTGARTER WILHELMA
Publisher: Adlung Spiele
Designer: Bernhard Naegele

NMBR9 EXTRAPLÄTTCHEN

4

Publisher: Abacusspiele
Designer: Peter Wichmann

REISE-BINGO

8

Publisher: Haba

5

Ca. 40 animals are laid out, the rest is draw pile. A card is turned
over, the big symbol is the wanted characteristic. Cards taken
must be kept, you search with one hand and hold collected
cards in the other. If no one takes cards any more, cards in hand
are checked, the big symbol must be among the small symbols
on the backside of the taken cards. For wrong cards one correct
one must be set aside. The player with most cards receives 2
cards for victory points, the one in second place gets one card.
All other cards are laid out animal up and three are added from
the stack. After 7 rounds you win with most cards. Zoo-Edition.
Revised edition. Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Number tiles 0 to 9 must be placed for points, adjacent or on top of
each other; you play with your own display. In a turn one number
card 0ö9 is revealed. You take this tile and add it to the display: In the
lowest level, with at least one side of a square adjacent to another
tile; in higher levels, always across two tiles of the lower level, without covering of gaps or overreaching the lower level. You can place
tiles at any time in any level. After 20 rounds, you score number x
level - numbers in level 0 are always worth zero points! - and win
with most points. Extra tiles - each player receives two “L”-shaped
tiles, size three squares, and can decide to place one after placing
the number tile of the round. Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Magnetic Bingo in a tin! One player puts his Bingo card into the
tin lid, the other into the tin bottom, both take ten cross magnets. Then each player draws 16 image tiles from the bag and
puts them on his Bingo card. Then, whoever spots an image in
the landscape that is depicted on one of his tiles, indicates both
to the other player and marks the tile on the card with a cross
magnet. Whoever is able to mark a row of four adjacent tiles horizontally, vertically or diagonally, wins. Can be played alone!
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 4+ / 6+

Supplement for NMBR9 for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Spotting and placement game for 2 players, ages 5+

RIGA DIE BÜRGERMEISTER
Publisher: Ostia Spiele
Designer: Stefan Risthaus

SPIN IT!

Publisher: Haba
Designer: Kristin Mückel

STONE AGE DIE MAMMUTHERDE

5

Publisher: Hans im Glück Verlag

With this expansion you can become Mayor in the cities where
you build. You earn one prestige point for each building and
for money paid in excess of the necessary cost - Value of your
commodities in the town minus building costs according to the
general rules, the difference is your advance on the city board.
You can use any number of commodities and card effects, but
must build a building, it is not possible to discard commodities only. At the end you score victory points according to your
marker position on the city board; if you have most prestige, you
are the mayor and score two additional points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Spring festival with a spectacular ride! The spinner is set out and
players receive 7-6-5 cards in case of 2-3/4-5 players. The active
player turns the spinner - if you have the indicated animal on
one of your cards, you place the card next to this animal on the
spinner. If not, you draw a card - if this one fits, you add it; if not,
your turn ends. If the spinner indicates an animal with cards, you
must add an an animal corresponding to the last animal in the
line. When the added card shows an action symbol, you resolve
the action - swap cards, give a card to another player or spin
again. The mirror is a joker. If you are out of cards, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

16 Bonus tiles are stacked resource side up. In each round, the
mammoth is placed on the case of the resource depicted on the
top bonus tile and then the tile is turned up. In the action phase
you can, for 1 food per person, put persons from the mammoth
case next to the bonus tile. Before the food phase, all players
roll dice equal to the number of persons at the bonus tile; the
highest single result selects 1. Or “all” bonus and takes the tile;
in case of a tie, all get the “all” bonus and nobody the tile. Before
the civilization scoring, you score the mammoth bonuses. Can
be combined any way with core game and other expansions.
Version: multi* Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Riga for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Supplement for Stone Age for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

NEWS / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

The Spielekreis Wien is moving!
Dear friends of games!
Since Feb 6th, 2018 all events of the Spielekreis Wien take place in Star Inn Hotel –
Wien Hauptbahnhof – Gerhard-BronnerStraße 5, 1100 Wien.

The hotel provides the Spielekreis Wien the
breakfast room until 11:00 pm with more than
75 seats and later in the evening the lobby
with open end, as well as storage space for the
games.

Many games are waiting for you to be played there!
The game evenings are still officially every Tuesday
and Thursday from 06:00 pm to 11:00 pm.
At the same time, it is the new home venue for many of the current 2018 season league tournaments.

We look forward to see you!
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